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Abstract:

Studies and initiatives seeking to confront anti–Black racism within Ontario’s public education

system are not new or unprecedented. Rather, Ontario studies identifying anti–Black racism and

commensurate policy recommendations date back to the 1970s and can be found at numerous

junctures from then until the present (Wright, 1971;  Toronto Board of Education 1976 & 1988;

Lewis, 1992; Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017; James & Turner, 2017; Ontario’s

Anti–Racism Strategic Plan, 2021). However, despite more than six decades of studies and

policy initiatives, Black students still experience schools as hostile and disparaging environments

(Codjoe, 2001); remain victim to disproportionate rates of suspensions and expulsions (James

and Turner, 2017; Ottawa–Carleton District School Board, 2020); and continue to experience

low graduation rates (Braithwaite, 1989; Dei, Mazzuca, McIsaac, and  Zine, 1997; Solomon,

2004; Livingstone, 2014; Livingstone & Weinfeld, 2017; Maynard 2017; Robson, Anisef, and

George, 2018).

In this thesis I will argue that the issue is not about a few bad teachers or a couple of

weakly conceptualized education policies, but rather there is a stark impetus for critical analysis

into the institutional context in which policies aimed at confronting anti–Black racism are

expected to succeed and for the development of anti–racist policy recommendations that consider

this institutional landscape. I explore three research questions: 1) What are the institutional

barriers to confronting anti–Black racism within the public education system; 2) How do the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in public education get reproduced over

time; and 3) How can the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public

education system be overcome?
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Using qualitative methods, I conduct 5 semi–structured interviews with actors from the

Ottawa–Carleton District School Board (OCDSB). Ottawa’s Black community is the largest

‘visible minority’ group in Ottawa and the OCDSB is the largest school board in Eastern

Ontario. This project provides a set of community–driven recommendations for confronting,

dismantling, and overcoming the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in not

only the OCDSB, but Ontario’s public education system more broadly. Black students matter and

we also deserve the institutional conditions to exact our full academic potential.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Context and Problem

Studies and initiatives seeking to confront anti–Black racism within Ontario’s public education

system are not new or unprecedented. Rather, Ontario studies identifying anti–Black racism and

commensurate policy recommendations date back to the 1970s and can be found at numerous

junctures from then until the present (Wright, 1971; Toronto Board of Education 1976 & 1988;

Lewis, 1992; Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017; James & Turner, 2017; Ontario’s

Anti–Racism Strategic Plan, 2021). However, despite more than six decades of studies and

policy initiatives, Black students still experience schools as hostile and disparaging environments

(Codjoe, 2001); remain victim to disproportionate rates of suspensions and expulsions (James

and Turner, 2017; Ottawa–Carleton District School Board, 2020); and continue to experience

disproportionately low graduation rates (Braithwaite, 1989; Dei, Mazzuca, McIsaac, and  Zine,

1997; Solomon, 2004; Livingstone, 2014; Livingstone & Weinfeld, 2017; Maynard 2017;

Robson, Anisef, and George, 2018).

For example, in 2015 the York Centre for Education and Community conducted an

analysis by combining data from four successive cohorts of students in the Toronto District

School Board (the cohorts of 2003–2008, 2004–2009, 2005–2010, and 2006–2011), including

data from the students who completed the 2006 Student Census each year from grades 9–12.

They found that Black students continue to experience a range of inequities across the public

school system. Researchers found that Black students in the 2006–2011 cohort were more than

twice as likely than White students and their racialized peers to be suspended at least once during

high school (York Region District School Board, 2015).
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Similar results were gathered in Ontario’s second–largest city, Ottawa. In 2020, the

Ottawa–Carleton District School Board (OCDSB) released its first–ever comprehensive

identity–based survey called “Valuing Voices– Identity Matters Student Survey”. The OCDSB is

the largest school board in Eastern Ontario, the historic survey was completed by nearly 35,000

students across the Board, with parents filling out the survey for students in grade 6 and below.

The OCDSB data confirms that Black students are being disproportionately underserved. Among

other findings, the data told us that Black students were 1.9 times more likely to be suspended in

2019–2020 than the other White and racialized students who responded to the board–wide

survey.  Data also demonstrated that nearly 90% of suspensions issued to students in 2019–2020

were discretionary – meaning they were not compulsory under a specific policy, but rather

optional and informed by the desire and choice of an educator or other school employee.

The similarity in the experiences of Black students in Toronto and Ottawa is striking.

The prevalence and discretionary nature of disciplinary actions against Blacks students

highlights the way discipline intersects with anti–Black racism to produce a hostile learning

environment. The Education Act’s purpose is “to provide students with the opportunity to realize

their potential”, yet as this study will continue to outline in more detail, Black students’

experiences in schools, educational outcomes, and over–representation in non–academic course

streams reveal that they are in fact not being provided with the opportunities to realize their

potential (Education Act, 1990). In fact, they are navigating hostile schools and public education

institutions that are demonstrably and actively acting as barriers between Black students and

educational opportunity.

Whether in Toronto, Ottawa, or another Canadian city, it is clear that Black students are

bring denied the promise of quality, safe public education. In this thesis I will argue that the issue
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is not about a few bad teachers or a couple of weakly conceptualized education policies, but

rather there is a stark impetus for critical analysis into the institutional context in which policies

aimed at confronting anti–Black racism are expected to succeed and for the development of

anti–racist policy recommendations that consider this institutional landscape.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will further frame my approach to the exploration of

my argument by providing the three specific research questions that guide this project as well as

a more detailed rationale for the study and its purpose. Further, I will provide an overview of

how this project conceives of the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism while

also providing a demographic overview of Black Canadians in the city of Ottawa as well as

Black students currently enrolled in the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board.

At the end of this chapter, the reader will be equipped with the grounding necessary to

contend with the approach and subject matter for this project.

Research Questions

This study centers around three complementary research questions. The questions are

complimentary in that they provide a mutually reinforcing pathway towards the end goal of this

project, which is to provide recommendations for overcoming the institutional barriers to

addressing anti–Black racism in the public education system. My first research question focuses

on problem identification by stating the issues, my second research question focuses on the

systemic nature of the issues by outlining the mechanisms that uphold them, and my final

research questions focuses on applicable impact by naming concrete recommendations. When

taken together, my research questions provide the necessary background and guidance to affect

sustainable, strategic change. Specifically, my research questions are as follows:
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1. What are the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public

education system?

Here, I am seeking to explore the institutional factors that complicate confronting anti–Black

racism at the Ottawa–Carleton District School. To put it simply, this research question is a

platform through which its participants may name and describe these institutional factors.

2. How do the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in public education get

reproduced over time?

Building on Research Question 1, this question looks to now explore how such barriers are

maintained and reproduced within the OCDSB and public education system itself. In other

words, this research question is interested in the glue that binds and sustains these roadblocks

over time.

3. How can the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in the public education

system be overcome?

While Research Questions 1 and 2 provided a community–driven contextual overview of the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism and the ways that those barriers get

reproduced, my third and final research question is particularly concerned with overcoming this

unfavorable context. This third research question is the vehicle through which my study
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participants will recommend pathways for breaking down the institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism in the OCDSB and Ontario’s public education system at large.

It is through these 3 complimentary research questions that this study journeys towards durable

solutions for what has proven to be one of the most persistent inefficiencies of Ontario’s public

education system – institutional anti–Black racism.

Study Rationale

As Sara Ahmed outlines, institutions are not nebulous imaginary structures but are characterized

by the way people collectively create, operationalize, and evaluate an institution’s procedures,

routines, and practices (Ahmed, 2012). In this way, it becomes clear that institutional barriers are

those collective procedures, routines and practices that impede anti–Black racism from being

confronted. Barriers would include anti–Black prejudices held by educators, lack of accountability

mechanisms to address instances of anti–Black trespass, and the suppression of affirming Black

representation in standard school curriculum.

There is a dearth of literature that explores the institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism in Ontario’s schools, or that seeks to develop policy recommendations to

overcome those barriers. While scholars have evaluated the implementation of anti–racist

programs in educational contexts, they remain a minority within the broader literature on

anti–racist education policy (Montgomery, 2005; Linton 2017; Massouti, 2018; Patel 2022) .

This gap in the literature is significant because understanding the roadblocks to the
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implementation of anti–racist policy lies at the heart of making any sort of substantive progress

towards the elimination of anti–Black racism from our public education system.

Existing academic literature about anti–Black racism and public education is dominated

by a narrow focus on proving that anti–Black racism exists; typically through qualitative studies

into the experiences of Black students or quantitative studies into key indicators of student

success such as rates of graduation, enrollment in academic courses, and suspension and

expulsions (Morris, 2007; McBean, 2018; Turner 2017; Ottawa Carleton District School Board,

2020; Mohamud, 2021; McPherson, 2021). These studies have led to the development of policy

recommendations that acknowledge anti–Black racism, but I would argue that the

marginalization of rigorous and critical examination of the institutional environment in which

these policies are to be implemented has reduced the effectiveness of such policies and has

contributed to the persistence of anti–Black racism in the public education system. This is

because there is a direct correlation between the effectiveness of any given policy or intervention

and the institutional environment in which it is being implemented. It is critical to move beyond

siloed approaches and towards institutional approaches if sustainable change is to be

accomplished.

Where the institutional context is considered at all in Ontario, the literature largely

focuses on the Toronto District School Board (TDSB) thereby neglecting the experiences of

Black students across the province, including in centres with large Black communities such as

Ottawa.

According to the most recent available census data, Black folks in Ottawa represent the

largest visible minority group in the city – 6.6% of the population. In the Toronto CMA, Black

folks constitute 7% of the population. It is important to note the similar proportionality here as
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we question the dearth of Black focused education literature in an Ottawa context versus a

Toronto context – the proportions certainly make the gap in Ottawa literature curious while

further highlighting the need for Ottawa–specific research and data. From the perspective of

public education in Ottawa, it is also important to note that Black youth represent a greater

proportion of Ottawa’s Black community when compared with the city’s broader age ratio. The

fact that a large proportion of Ottawa’s Black community is school–aged is particularly relevant

given that the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board is the largest school board in Eastern

Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2016). Lastly, Ottawa is a bilingual city with a strong francophone

population. The OCDSB offers a robust French immersion program that once again has a distinct

relationship with Ottawa Black francophone communities. It is clear that Ottawa is a rich site of

inquiry for the type of research this research project is engaged in.

I did not find any academic literature exploring institutional barriers to addressing

anti–Black racism in the context of the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board (OCDSB).

Instead, research into the state of anti–Black racism in the Ottawa–Carleton District School

Board was limited to once again proving that anti–Black racism exists, thereby ignoring the ways

that anti–Black racism is reproduced within the institutions itself (Haynes, 2006). This thesis

project contributes to the filling the gap in literature while promoting actionable substantive

improvement in the education experiences and outcomes of Black students.

Based on the evidence, policy efforts to address anti–Black racism in Ontario public

schools have been less than effective. Anti–Black racism persists despite intervention and the

dynamics that produce and reproduce these outcomes continue to be under–researched. The city

of Ottawa requires an education system that evolves in step with the needs of the city while

Black students deserve a public education that considers and responds to their needs. Thus, I
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want to better understand this analytical oversight while also introducing Eastern Ontario’s

largest school board into the academic discourse on institutional change, racial justice, and

education equity. To do this, this thesis project will explore and examine how efforts to confront

anti–Black racism are being institutionally resisted at the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board

and Ontario’s public education system more broadly. By revealing institutional technologies of

repression and discrimination, I intend to arrive at the objective of this project – a set of

community–driven recommendations for confronting, dismantling, and overcoming the

institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in not only the Ottawa–Carleton District

School Board, but Ontario’s public education system more broadly.

Institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism are not limited to one single school

board nor is Ottawa immune to them or the dynamics that reproduce them. It is paramount to

acknowledge that while this study’s sample is Ottawa–specific, it would be a mistake to assume

that the subsequent institutional barriers and recommendations identified by my participants are

in any way solely applicable to the OCDSB. Rather, it would be more wise to acknowledge that

while the institutional barriers and recommendations identified herein cannot be axiomatically

applied to other school boards without regard to that school board’s own unique institutional and

regional dynamics – provincial school boards are nonetheless bound by shared regulatory

histories that substantively justify a deep level of board–to–board comparability and insights into

broader mechanisms of Ontario’s education system as a whole.

It is my dream that studies similar to this one be conducted every public school board in

Canada, with the north star of a national portrait of the landscape in which policies to confront

anti–Black racism are intended to succeed as well as a nationally representative set of

commensurate actions to overcome such barriers. This study is one early step on an academic
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journey that will not only fill gaps in academic literature, but result in expanded opportunities for

Black students to exact their full academic potential in Canada.

In summary, the policy recommendations emerging from this study include action for

overcoming barriers to reporting instances of anti–Black trespass as well more systems–level

change such deepening the impact of anti–racist education policy. Additionally, this project

presents key policy guidance on shifting broader organizational culture within the education

system that includes challenging negative perceptions of Black students, among other

recommendations. At the end of this project, one will have an understanding of what the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism look like in the public education system,

how they get reproduced, and what can be done to more efficiently confront this institutional

environment.

Institutional Barriers to Confronting Anti–Black Racism

This section will highlight the ways in which institutions resist and respond to exogenous and

endogenous racial justice efforts, particularly as they relate to anti–Black racism. Sara Ahmed

reminds us that “to institutionalize x is for x to become routine or ordinary such that x becomes

part of the background for those who are part of an institution” (Ahmed, 2012, p. 21). This

section will specifically reflect on the ways that the institutionalization of anti–Black racism and

whiteness present as specific institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism.

Institutional Anti–Black Racism
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Anti–Black racism is a specific form of racism, rooted in the history and experience of

enslavement, that is targeted against Black people, and can be analyzed both systemically and

within any given institution.

Systemic racism is “the name given to the subtle yet powerful form of discrimination

within the institutional framework of society. It is entrenched within the structure (rules,

organization), function (norms, goals), and process (procedures) of social institutions” (Fleras

and Elliot, 1996).

Institutional racism is “those established laws, customs and practices which

systematically reflect and produce racial inequalities…if racist consequences accrue…the

institution is racist” whether or not individuals have racist intentions (Jones, 1996, p. 438). To

put it in another way, institutional racism is the built–in kind of discrimination that functions

without individual actors in the system having to do anything other than the normal (Jones,

2003). According to Carl James there is a reciprocal relationship between institutional racism

and individual racism: “the racist policies and practices of institutions are developed and

implemented by individuals who, because of their training and allegiance to the organization,

understand that they must adhere to the norms (including the role relationships) and sanctions to

maintain the order of things” (James, 1994, p. 135). Sara Ahmed further adds that moving from

the individual ‘one bad apple’ model of racism to an institutional model of racism is powerful

because it is in this way that one can begin to see how racism gets reproduced (Ahmed, 2012, p.

44). The main difference, therefore, between systemic racism and institutional racism is the site

of inquiry; while systemic racism encompasses society’s overall institutional framework,

institutional racism is concerned with a specific given institution. This paper uses the terms
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‘systemic anti–Black racism’ and ‘institutional anti–Black racism’ to articulate the distinctly

anti–Black underpinning’s of these forms of racial discrimination.

The relationships between systemic racism, the ways that it is institutionally

operationalized and reproduced, and the distinct ways that anti–Black racism is historically

informed, all provide the concepts necessary for one to engage with the culminating notion on

which this thesis project centers – institutional anti–Black racism.

Demographic Overview of Black Canadians in Ontario, Ottawa, and the

Ottawa–Carleton District School Board

There is an urgency to studying Black life in Canada given the demographic shifts in the Black

population (Walcott, 2014). This section will provide an overview of key demographic

characteristics of Ottawa’s Black community through a comparative approach. The purpose of

this section is to demonstrate the size of Ottawa’s Black community and it will help frame the

decision for this study to use an exclusively Ottawa sample in its methodology. At the end of this

section one will have a clear picture of the proportion of Black Canadians in Ottawa and in the

Ottawa–Carleton District School Board.

In 2016, nearly 1.2 million people in Canada identified as Black. Almost 60% of

Black Canadians live in Ontario and we account for 4% of the provincial population. In

Ottawa, Black Canadians are the most populous ‘visible minority’ group at 60,205,

followed by Chinese Canadians at 40,960, and Arab Canadians at 40,920 (Statistics

Canada, 2016).  Within the OCDSB, Black students are also quite populous. According to
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the board–wide 2019–20 “Valuing Voices– Identity Matters Student Survey”, Black students

accounted for the largest racial response group at 6.6% of respondents.

Figure 1: OCDSB Valuing Voices– Identity Matters Student Survey, 2019–2020

It is important to note that Figure 1 is based on 35,000 students who voluntarily

participated in the survey, while there are 720,000 students in the OCDSB more broadly.

As such, the proportion of Black students in the OCDSB could easily be lower if not much

higher than what is illustrated above due to the limitations of the data collection

methodology chosen (OCDSB, 2020). Nonetheless, it remains relevant that Black students

make up a considerable proportion of Ottawa’s OCDSB student population and constitute

the largest minority racial category in the school board.

As demonstrated, Black Canadians are not few and far between in Ontario, Ottawa or the
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OCDSB. Rather, we are here and in comparatively large numbers. This demographic overview

should prompt readers to question why research into Black students’ experiences in schools,

educational outcomes, and over–representation in non–academic course streams in Ottawa

remains so under–examined, why the institutional landscape in which these trends occurred is

barely grappled with and what conditions have allowed for this silencing to be reproduced to this

day.

Chapter 2: Theoretical Frameworks

I play a parental role in the life of my younger brother and that means that I attend his

parent–teacher interviews and maintain consistent communication with his teachers. He is the

fifth eldest and his older siblings and I always joke that he had the time to develop the best

manners. A few years ago, he was in grade 7 at an OCDSB school in Ottawa and came home

upset. I asked him what was bothering him and he told me that he was kicked out of class again

today. It was the first that I heard about it and I did not know that it was a recurring event. What

was interesting to me, was that my younger brother was not upset that he had been kicked out of

class, but rather he identified his frustration in the fact that he felt he was being treated as the

class scapegoat and punished to show an example to the class rather than due to his own

behaviour. He was twelve years old and the only Black student in his class at the time. He went

on to describe the disruptive actions of his white classmates and the accommodation that his

teacher afforded to them, yet conspicuously withheld from him. I was once the only Black

student in a grade 7 class in Ottawa, and the dynamic of being over–disciplined was all too

familiar.
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I was deeply disappointed to witness that more than a decade later, Black students like

my younger brother were still being subject to painful anti–Black racism in the public education

system. I believe that if you treat a young person how they should be, they will become who they

could be – and as such, I consider it deeply harmful to treat Black students as if they are more

deserving of punishment and less equitable treatment in our public institutions. I share this

anecdote to open this chapter on theoretical frameworks and to be absolutely clear that this

project seeks long–term, sustainable racial justice. This objective is why I focus my theoretical

frameworks on dynamics of racial power and institutionalism – because it is these oppressive

dynamics and the institutions through which they flow that resulted in my younger brother being

subject to the same kind of discrimination that I was forced to deal with when I was his age. This

chapter will equip this project with the analytical tools necessary to contend with change that

will extend far beyond the date that this project is defended.

At its core, the purpose of this study is to explore and confront the institutional barriers to

confronting anti–Black racism. It will involve explorations of institutions themselves, how

anti–Black racism moves through said institutions, and the state of policies that have been

developed and implemented to manage the relationship between institutional duty and racial

justice. As such, this study requires a thoughtful conceptual apparatus that will support the level

of distinct and overlapping analysis required to truly explore the ideas and experiences required

for this report to have an impact beyond its pages.

In this section, I will present an overview of the four complimentary ideological

approaches that, in turn, will support the cohesive overarching theoretical framework for this

study. Historical institutionalism helps us to understand institutional change, but it lacks a

grounding in racial realities. Critical race theory fills this gap by shedding light on racial justice.
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Black feminist thought compliments historical institutionalism and critical race theory through

offering an approach to examining power and understanding suppression. Finally, critical policy

analysis ties these strands together into a cohesive framework for applying these ideologies to

education policy analysis. At the end of this section, one will not only have an understanding of

the core tenets of each of these theoretical approaches, but will be equipped to leverage them into

a broader conceptual apparatus to support the three pronged research agenda outlined for this

study.

Historical Institutionalism

Historical institutionalism presents the view that “institutions emerge from and are embedded in

concrete temporal processes” (Thelen, 1999). It is further based on the assumption that “a

historically constructed set of institutional constraints and policy feedbacks structures the

behaviour of political actors and interest groups during the policy–making process” (Immergut,

1988).  Before contextualizing the learning conditions of Black students within Ontario’s

education system, it will be paramount to expand on the ways that like the material and corporal

present, the institutional present too is shaped by the past. My overview of historical

institutionalism will be grounded in its four fundamental concepts: path dependency, policy

feedback theory, ideological repertoire, and institutional change.

Historical institutionalists use the term ‘path dependence’ to understand institutional

change as the result of values and patterns that get internalized over time (Thelen, 1999). These

institutional paths are dependent on a number of historical events, attitudes, and patterns –

locking institutions into not only where they are at present, but also influencing where they will
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go in the future. As such, historical institutionalism explains institutional identity, culture and

role in society by intentionally contextualizing the institution within the political, social, cultural,

and economic landscape that birthed it. For example, Ontario’s education system was once

segregated, banning Black students to less resourced institutions and while the practice has since

ended, the cultural legacy that it reveals persists to this day. In this way, institutional change is

understood as an evolving process wherein the external environment holds the answers to the

internal institutional character.

Extending path dependence to more specifically analyze institutional decisions over time,

historical institutionalists deploy the concept of ‘policy feedback theory’. The most prominent

theory of policy feedback “examines how current policies constrain the types of policies

available in the future in a theory attentive to history and institutional development” (Pierson,

2004).  For example, curricular design may be influenced by a variety of inputs, including

student and teacher feedback and evaluations – these mechanisms will evolve and change over

time thereby consistently evolving the public education system itself.

The concept of policy feedback theory is tightly linked with what historical

institutionalists call ‘ideological repertoires’ – the institutional repository of underlying

ideologies from which ideas are recycled and marginally changed over time (Béland, 2005). An

institution’s ideological repertoire informs and thus may limit the scope of what policy

alternatives may not only look like, but which ideas make it onto the agenda in the first place.

For example, the presence of police officers in schools has been challenged recently  – one can

interpret the very presence of armed enforcement officers in school as a result of ideological

repertoires that recycle carceral ideas of student discipline.
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Using the grounding concepts of path dependence, policy feedback theory, and

ideological repertoires, historical institutionalists present a coherent case for institutional change

that is based on two umbrella categories: exogenous shocks and endogenous shocks.

Exogenous shocks exist on the continuum of variables outside of the institution that in

turn promote institutional change, while endogenous shocks are the opposite, constituting

variables within institutions, including leadership change, turnover, and deliberate policy

changes originating within the institution itself (Thelen, 1999). Within the context of Ontario’s

public education system as an institution itself, exogenous shocks would include the 2020 Black

Lives Matter protests or the COVID–19 pandemic. Endogenous shocks would include the hiring

of the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board’s first Black Director of Education in 2020 and the

creation of the Black Educators Network in the same year. These exogenous and endogenous

shocks are relevant to my thesis because they result in institutional change thereby providing

pathways to exploring the ways in which institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism

can be overcome.

While historical institutionalism found its origins in studying the evolution of European

welfare states it remains a flexible theory in that it illuminates how history may inform

present–day institutions and their capability to change. In the context of this study on

institutional anti–Black racism, historical institutionalism will support examination around the

impacts of Canada’s active role in the transatlantic slave trade and segregated schools on policy

feedbacks, ideological repertoires and the capacity of institutional change related to confronting

systemic anti–Black racism. However, a glaring gap in historical institutionalism literature is

scholars' lack of analyzing institutional change through the lens of how it has been shaped by

whiteness, an ideology with “a set of assumptions, beliefs, and practices that place the interests
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and perspectives of White people at the center of what is considered normal and everyday”

(Gillborn, 2015, p. 278).

As such, I will deploy critical race theory to fill that gap and deepen the analytical

possibilities of historical institutionalism as an ideological approach to critical education studies

and public policy.

Critical Race Theory

Critical race theory (CRT) complements historical institutionalism by contextualizing

institutions within a racial past and present, which in turns provides insights into a racial future.

This section will provide an overview of the board tenets of critical race theory: that racism is

endemic, storytelling is praxis, and incrementalism is to be critiqued; while also grounding key

critical race theory concepts such as the education gap, white racial frames, and white rage

within the context of institutional anti–Black racism in Ontario’s public education system.

However, it is important to note that despite these broad tenets and key concepts, there is “no

canonical set of doctrines or methodologies to which [critical race scholars] all subscribe”

(Crenshaw et al., 1995, as cited in Ladson–Billings, 1988). Rather, critical race theory scholars

“are united by two common interests:  to understand how a “regime of white supremacy and its

subordination of people of color have been created and maintained in America” (Crenshaw,

1995, p. Xiii) and “to change the bond that exists between law and racial power””

(Ladson–Billings, 1988). These two projects relate to this thesis work in that they highlight how

the public education system maintains racial hierarchies that continue to marginalize Black

students.
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Racism is endemic

As a starting point, it is my rooted belief that any discussion of race and education must

begin with recognition that the Canadian school systems played an active and destructive role in

facilitating the physical, cultural, and spiritual genocide that characterizes European settler

colonialism on Turtle Island, otherwise known as Canada in this context (Johnstone, 2020). It is

no accident or matter of happenstance that institutional power – and violence – is raced white in

Canada; this lived reality is the result of white settler colonial violence, land theft, and

subjugation against those indigenous to Turtle Island. The education system was and continues to

be a central lever in Canada’s ongoing colonial project.  It is from this starting point that one can

begin to understand the disproportionate harm and victimization experienced by Black

Canadians across all of society’s institutions, including the prison, health, immigration, legal,

employment, and, of course, education systems. That education disparities can be mapped out

and hierarchized along racial lines in Ontario is not peripheral, but axiomatically indicative of

broader systems of social oppression at play in the province, and in Canada at large.

CRT allows for one to begin the discussion where it should start, as it is founded on the

premise that racism is “normal, not aberrant, in American society” (Delgado, 1995, p. xiv, as

cited in Ladson–Billings, 1988). As such, CRT’s acknowledgement of the endemic nature of

racism in the Americas will be a useful conceptual apparatus to articulate the anti–Black

conditions that characterize Black life in Ontario’s public education system – not as a

phenomenon to justify or prove, but as a deeply entrenched lived reality that is not only

deserving but requiring rigorous examination if the promise of public education is to no longer

be withheld from Black students.
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Storytelling is praxis

A core methodological principle of critical race theory is counter–narratives through

storytelling and anecdotes that are used to “analyze the myths, presuppositions, and received

wisdoms that make up the common culture about race that invariably render blacks and other

minorities one–down” (Delgado, 1995, p. xiv, as cited in Ladson–Billings, 1988). This

methodology is particularly well–positioned for tracking anti–Black racism in the education

system, as there remains no standardized institutional process of collating or memorializing

instances of anti–Black trespass. Consequently, moments of anti–Black racism are predominantly

preserved through oral traditions. To illustrate, I will tell a story of my own experience that

would otherwise have been confined to oral tradition and lost to time.

Autobiographical Signature

I was born in Ottawa and attended English public schools in the city for all of my K–12

education. I was often one of a small handful of Black students in my classes. In my twelve years

of public education, I only ever had one Black teacher and one Black guidance counselor; every

single one of my other teachers, guidance counselors, and principals were white. In 2001, I was

in the third grade and I was the only Black student in the class. My class was taught by a white

woman who let us read Harry Potter, which I always considered a story of ‘possibility despite

circumstance’. She taught me about the transcending powers of fictional literature and how

stories of triumph could empower one in their own life.

That same year, a new student joined the class. His dad was a diplomat from a middle

eastern country. His English was exceptional, and he had many interesting stories about the
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various places he had visited, but for some reason, I felt as if he treated me differently than the

other kids in our class. One day, we got into an argument in the middle of class that quickly

escalated. It culminated with him throwing my pencil case across the classroom and screaming:

“nothing you say matters! You’re just a n*gger!!”. It was the first time that I was ever called a

n*gger before. I was 8 years old.

What followed was two children pushing each other and while I believed I was defending

myself from verbal and physical abuse, I was sent to the principal’s office alongside who I would

consider to be the true perpetrator of violence. Once in the office, I was scolded about the

school’s zero–tolerance policy in regard to ‘violence’. Despite me being the victim in this case, I

was treated as if I was equally to blame – as if being called a n*gger was somehow my

responsibility to relegate, respond to, and dismantle as an 8 year old. I received the same

punishment as the aggressor – we were both equally suspended from school.

Beyond the injustice of discipline, what I remember most is wondering why throughout

the scolding neither my teacher, the office secretary, or the principal would address that I was

called a n*gger. My teacher heard it, my classmates heard it, and I kept telling them that it was

that moment of anti–Black racism that ignited the situation. Alas, not once did anyone at the

school ever ask how it made me feel to be told that because of my designation as a n*gger, my

words “did not matter”. After my suspension, I returned to class, and still the issue of the n–word

being used was never addressed. So, it hung stagnant in the air and my third–grade self was left

to commensurate how I was different, but also to accept that there was something particular

about my difference that was so “other” that even the adults in my school made an effort to avoid

confronting it.
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Later in life, I came to know that it was not my difference that they feared, but the

dynamics of anti–Black racism in our school system and broader society that my experience

threatened to expose. I came to realize that, for many white people, my safety at school or in

society would not be reason enough to defect from an unspoken allegiance to the denial of

anti–Black racism in Canada and its institutions. By refusing to call out anti–Black racism, my

school was protecting race blindness and a misguided sense of Canadian values; to put it another

way, white power in society was being protected and it is in this way that it is institutionally

reproduced.

I also share this story to dispel the myth that only white people are capable of anti–Black

racism. It is important to note that the key moment of anti–Black trespass in my story was

exacted by another person of colour. This detail reminds one that anti–Black racism is global and

across cultures, it is internalized and executed among non–Black people of colour and as such it

is also institutionally reproduced by non–Black people of color.

For 8–year–old me as the only Black student in my grade 3 class, the consequence was

loneliness and isolation in a classroom that was once a sanctuary to explore the resilient

adventures of Harry Potter. For the class as a whole, a crucial opportunity to move in an

anti–racist direction was missed – the result was a race–blind approach to discipline that

normalized the refusal to consider the educational, emotional and psychosocial consequences of

anti–Black racism on Black children.

Incrementalism is to be critiqued

I situated one of my own childhood experiences as a Black student within Ontario’s

public education system to illustrate the power of storytelling as a critical race theory tradition,
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but also to highlight once again the central tenet of CRT, which is that race remains relevant

(West, 1993). My experience was in 2001, but the data demonstrates that this is an ongoing

problem twenty years later. Historical institutionalism outlines how history limits the scope of

institutional responses to exogenous and endogenous shocks and contends that as a result

institutional change is often marginal and slow (Béland, 2005). As a result, there has been a long

tendency in policy arenas to treat systemic racism as something that will simply fix itself in some

imagined future. Critical race theory scholars ground institutional change in the reality that

incrementalism will not save us, arguing that such approaches fail to recognize paradigmatic, and

thus systemic, limitations for social change (Crenshaw, 1988).

I will again deploy the critical race tool of storytelling to debunk the myth that ‘slow and

steady wins the race’, while also highlighting who suffers when waiting is adopted as

appropriate. At the end of this narrative, one will be ignited to reject sluggish incrementalist

policy and instead leverage public policy to transform the realm of possible and enter substantive

arenas of change – a requirement for exploring this study’s focus on barriers to addressing

anti–Black racism in Ontario’s public education system.

Relating to my autobiographical signature from 2001, incrementalism would prompt

policymakers to believe that with the passing of time, schools would be well on their way to

eradicating anti–Black racism from the halls of Ontario’s public schools. In 2013, more than a

decade after my own elementary school demonstrated its own refusal to contend with anti–Black

racism or support the Black students attacked by it, Winston Karam, another Black student in the

same school board, endured the consequences of similar dynamics.

He was the victim of constant bully, with his peers regularly calling him a n*gger, and

despite repeated pleas to his teachers and school principal, the response was to demonize Karam
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and silence his concerns around anti–Black trespasses. Karam was 12 years old at the time of his

torment – and he was denied protection from anti–Black violence. Karam’s experiences escalated

to include his two white male classmates putting him in a chokehold, bashing his face into a

water fountain, and throwing a basketball at his head. Again, school administrators blamed and

punished him rather than the perpetrators of his anti–Black torment (Souza, 2016). As I

researched Karam’s story, I tried to imagine if administrative inaction, silencing, and discipline

of the victim would be the response if Karam was white. I could not imagine it. The unsettling

administrative response to Karam’s experiences of deep, consistent, violent anti–Black torment

offers insight into how Black students tend to be imagined by education administrators entrusted

to guide, protect, and nurture all students equitably. We are imagined as criminal at worst and

tough enough to endure torment at best.

The parallels between what happened to me in 2001 and Karam, more than a decade later,

in 2013, largely exposes the fallacy of incrementalism and the prevalence of anti–Black racism in

Ontario’s education system. Critical race theory’s critique of incrementalism is an important

conceptual reminder that incrementalism does not guarantee a racially just future – and it

implores us to innovate the policy feedback and ideological repertoire of public education in

Ontario – to reorient path dependence and draw an intentional line towards an equitable public

education system. Instead of blind faith in incrementalism, critical race theory emphasizes social

change as imperative. Tautological patterns of policy for policy sake or worse, policy for the sake

of public relations, is thus dialectically opposed to the substantive social change that critical race

theory demands. The bar of success is grounded in the  elimination of poor experiences and

educational inequities for Black students. As will be discussed at length, critical race theory

underscores the functional role that racism plays in shaping dynamics of racially stratified power
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in society and its institutions. From its premise, institutionally confronting anti–Black racism

requires policies, actions, and practices that ideologically and manifestly challenge the

mechanisms that reproduce institutional white supremacist iterations of social organization, not

those which accept and cater to the status quo.

In addition to the critical race theory tenets that race is endemic, storytelling is powerful,

and incrementalism is not our savior, the critical race notions of the education debt, white racial

frames and white rage are also powerful conceptual tools for making sense of the state of barriers

to addressing anti–Black racism in the public education system.

Education Debt

Ladson–Billings take issue with the ways in which education discourse has conceived of

what is called the achievement gap. The achievement gap refers to “disparities in standardized

test scores between Black and White, Latina/o and White, and recent immigrant and White

students” (Ladson–Billings, 2006, p. 3). To contextualize this concept in Ontario, one may

consider graduate rates as intrinsically intertwined with standardized test scores. TDSB data

from the York Centre for Education and Community tells us that within a cohort of students

between 2006 and 2011, 84% of white students graduated and 87% of other racialized students

graduated, but only 69% of Black students graduated (York Centre for Education, 2015). It is

clear that disproportionate barriers are standing between Black students and graduation – and I

would argue that exploration should begin with an examination of how those factors are

institutionally imposed on Black students.

Ladson–Billings argues that focus should be placed less on the gap and more on what she

calls the ‘education debt’. The education debt comprises historical, economic, sociopolitical, and
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moral components” (Ladson–Billings, 2006, p. 3). Ladson–Billing’s reframing of how to think

about educational inequities creates an analytical context wherein one is encouraged to consider

the impact that the transatlantic slave trade has had on the conventions, norms, and practices of

Ontario’s education system. Moreover, it provides the grounding necessary to reveal the ways in

which broader patterns of anti–Black racism continue to be operationalized by our public

institutions. As such, the idea of an education gap falls in within the paradigm of critical race

theory: “CRT challenges ahistoricism and insists on a contextual/ historical analysis of the law.

CRT theorists adopt a stance that presumes racism has contributed to all contemporary

manifestations of group advantage and disadvantage” (Matsuda, Laurence, Delgado and

Crenshaw 1993). I would argue that the myopic adoption of the achievement gap, an

understanding devoid of context and history, is to blame for much of the deficit models applied

to understand Black student outcomes today. The achievement gap evangelizes white students,

making them the de facto gold standard for academic success and simultaneously demonizes

Black children, making them the de facto mark for academic failure. Further, one of the dangers

in this analytical framework is that it quite ostentatiously reproduces white supremacy and

anti–Black tropes of intellectual inferiority by normalizing the consequences of anti–Black

racism instead of challenging the institution's role in marginalizing Black students. If we accept

that race and its meanings are socially constructed, then Ladson–Billing’s notion of the education

gap allows us to see that white students are not born more adept to success on standardized

education tests, but that there is a whole ecosystem that structurally upholds and underpins their

likelihood for success. This system operates at the expense of Black students who, in theory,

should have the same access and opportunity from the institution of public education.
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Ladson–Billing’s notion of the education debt fulfills two key roles in the approach to

this research study about confronting the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in

the public education system. First, it acts as an ideological safeguard against problematizing

Black students by instead shifting the site of inquiry to the institution and the temporal

conditions that shape and continue to shape it. Second, it contributes to the broader racial justice

goals of this study by reminding the public that white students are not inherently ‘better’ at

school, but rather that any ‘achievement gap’ or ‘education debt’ is socially constructed and

reproduced. I believe that while Ladson–Billing’s ‘education debt most obviously brings one

face to face with a stark constructionist institutional and racial reality, it also provides possibility

by reminding us that that which is constructed can also be deconstructed and reimagined.

Confronting the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in the public education

system requires precisely the spirit of transformation that underpins Ladson–Billing’s education

gap —making it a valuable analytical tool in the exploration of this thesis project.

White Racial Frames and White Rage

Joe Feagin’s idea of white racial frames provides a theoretical apparatus to elucidate the

dynamics that inform how Black children are often perceived and anti–racist education policy is

developed in the education system. Specifically, white racial frames refer to “an organized set of

racialized ideas, stereotypes, emotions, and inclinations to discriminate” (Feagin, 2010). He

further goes on to theorize about the ‘stickiness’ of white racial frames noting that “if facts do

not fit a person’s frame, that person typically ignores or rejects that facts, not the frame” (ibid).

Specifically, Black students and Black people in general are understood through conceptual

frames mired in anti–Blackness. Consequently, these racial stereotypes lead to systemic
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phenomena such as what happened to me and Karam, the streaming Black students into applied

instead of academic classes and disproportionately high rates of suspensions and expulsions

enacted against Black students (Codjoe, 2001; Dei et al., 1997; Turner & James, 2017).

Furthermore, Carole Anderson’s (2016) coining of “white rage” adds further language to

articulate a key barrier to addressing institutional anti–Black racism. White rage refers to the

incendiary reaction of white communities in the face of Black communities addressing their

needs in public life (Anderson, 2016). Anderson’s research draws a straight line between white

rage and key historical moments wherein Black Americans demanded freedom, equity, and

liberation from the impacts of anti–Black racism. She argues that white rage “has been as

relentless as it has been brutal” and she reveals how white rage has in turn been a driving force

of institutional actions “in the name of protecting democracy, fiscal responsibility, or protection

against fraud” (Anderson, 2016). White rage makes plain the ways that institutional levers have

been and continue to be weaponized to relentlessly rollback the long–fought gains of Black

communities. White rage is particularly relevant within the context of institutional change in that

it adds the other side of the story – in addition to endogenous and exogenous shocks, there is and

will be pushback. While the structure of Canada’s race regime differs from that in the United

States, we can nonetheless see similar patterns in the reaction of white folks to demands for

racial justice. White rage will be explored through the examples of violent threats aimed at

school administrators in Loudon County and reactions to Ontario’s introduction of Afrocentric

schools in 2009.

To demonstrate the active pushback of white rage, one need look no further than the

recent clear emergence of a concerted effort to denounce and displace critical race theory from

conversations around public education in the United States. While less aggressive, similar
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conversations are also visible in Canadian schools as exemplified by right–wing Ontario Member

of Provincial Parliament, Belinda Karahalios, who is actively pushing for critical race theory and

gender identity topics to be removed from Onatrio public schools.

Currently, in Virginia, the Loudon County School Board, is currently in a heated debate

around the conceptualization of racism in its ongoing equity initiatives. Similar to Ottawa, the

school board discovered alarming racial disparities between Black and white students in terms of

Black students’ experiences in schools, educational outcomes, and over–representation in

non–academic course streams when compared with white students (Natanson, 2021). The

Loudon County School Board took action and explored critical race theory as a conceptual

apparatus for interpreting the glaring racial inequity in its schools. White rage in this case

operationalized itself through death threats being sent to School Board Trustees in Loudon

County accusing the board of ‘reverse racism’ and refusing to accept that present–day racial

inequality is in anyway connected to the enslavement of Black people, segregated schools, or Jim

Crow era policies (ibid).

In Ontario, white rage is best illustrated by the debate around the opening of Ontario’s

first ‘Afrocentric school’ in 2009. Like Loudon County schools, the Afrocentric school was an

institutional response to glaring educational inequities between Black students and their white

and racialized peers. The Afrocentric school model was aimed at providing culturally appropriate

education for Black students while remaining open to students of all backgrounds. Mostly white

Canadian critics accused the school of 'reverse–racism', arguing that somehow the school's

existence threatened the livelihood of white students —despite the fact that it was Black students

who the education system was demonstrably and disproportionately failing. However, despite the

institutional tactics of white rage, the school was able to form and its 2012–13 standardized test
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results were far above the board average (Teotonio, 2019). This further underpins the idea that

schools support white success at the expense of other students. To use Ladson–Billing’s concept

of the education debt, I would argue that when the education debt is paid, Black students succeed

– but that has clearly not happened yet.

The discomfort that underpins white rage is not going to be fading away any time soon

nor is the rise of a collective consciousness around systemic racism. White rage is a fundamental

concept for studying institutional change within the context of racial justice as it provides a

framework for understanding, and thus overcoming, the ways institutions may resist racial justice

—which is particularly important considering that institutional power is raced white in Ontario

and Canada (Razack, 2021).

In short, critical race theory bridges this study’s exploration of institutional change with

its pursuit of racial justice. It is paramount that scholarly research, especially in education,

continue to rigorously and meticulously demonstrate the viability and usefulness of critical race

theory as a conceptual apparatus for examining the undeniable state of racial inequity in Canada.

It is from this starting point that one can begin to understand how anti–Black racism, and white

supremacy, inform what policymakers are allowed to consider or not, and how that may

prioritize maintaining white supremacy over the responsibility to fairly educate Black students. It

would argue that with an evolving common approach to contextualizing racial justice within

institutional change knowledge, we are actively pursuing substantive, enduring ways to confront

systemic anti–Black racism and igniting the anti–racist social attitudes necessary for

transformative, inter–sectoral collective action.
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Black Feminist Thought

Historical institutionalism gives this study the ability to examine institutional change,

critical race theory creates the conditions to articulate the ways in which race is relevant, but it is

Black feminist thought that provides the language necessary to examine power. In her seminal

work, Patricia Hill Collins, the leading voice on Black feminist thought, points to the white

supremacist tool of suppression: “Maintaining the invisibility of Black women and our ideas [...]

has been critical for preserving social inequality. Black women engaged in reclaiming and

constructing Black Women’s knowledge often point to the politics of suppression that affect their

projects” (Collins, 2014, p. 3). I would argue that while Collins situates her theoretical

construction on the experiences of Black women, Black feminist thought is nonetheless

applicable to the broader ways that Black people’s experiences are institutionally suppressed.

Black feminist thought is a stark reminder that the world and its institutions are culturally created

rather than simply true — and the theory goes on to posit that Black women’s “outsider–within

social location” offers “a peculiar marginality that stimulate[s] a distinctive Black women’s

perspective on a variety of themes. Collins demonstrates that “outsider–within social locations

can foster new angles of vision on oppression” (ibid, p. 11). While critical race theory outlines

the ways that we live in a white supremacist institutional and cultural reality in Ontario, Black

feminsit thought elucidates the suppression–based process that creates and reproduces that racial

structure. For example, the lack of available public education data about Black students in

Ontario’s public education system is a stark example of how the suppression of data collection,

analysis , and sharing institutionally maintains conditions for racial inequity. I would be remiss

not to note here that this unsettling lack of race–differentiated data in Canada also extends to
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other institutional settings such as policing, health, safety, and migration. This glaring gap

reinforces activists’ worry that that which is not measured is not acted upon and thus

institutionally reproduced.

Collins defines oppression as any unjust situation where, systemically and over a long

period of time, one group denies another group access to the resources of society” (ibid, p.4). She

further outlines three tenets of suppression: omission which refers to the purporting of

approaches and theories in feminist thought to be universal when in fact they omit consideration

of Black women and instead are validated by applicability to white middle–class women;

“paying lip service to the need of diversity, but doing little to change one’s own practice”; and

“incorporating, changing, and thereby depoliticizing Black feminist ideas” (ibid, p.6). Through

Collins’ thought leadership on suppression, this study is equipped with the ability to discuss the

core of its first and primary research question —the barriers to confronting institutional

anti–Black racism. Whether through a particular set of historical junctures, white racial frames or

white rage, institutions are not static —they change; and change is inextricably linked to

suppression and power.

Critical Policy Analysis

Education policy is a key vehicle through which dynamics of anti–Black racism are

institutionally reproduced. As such, critical policy analysis provides the final piece of this study’s

overarching theoretical framework by establishing a framework for the concepts of historical

institutionalism, critical race theory, and Black feminist thought to be applied to examinations of

education policy. In this study, I define education policy as the set of codified

accountability–based decisions that leverage institutional levers to meet a certain end within the
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education system; for example, a school board’s codified relationship with their local police

service as a means to carry out the discipline of students would be understood as an education

policy within the context of this paper. A public statement from a school principal would not be

considered education policy unless it was attached to a codified accountability–based document.

Education policy has been traditionally dominated by positivist approaches to policy

analysis (Cibulka, 1995; Levinson, Sutton, & Winstead, 2009; Nagel, 1984; Young, 1999; Young

& Diem, 2014). These approaches generally conceive of policy analysis as a linear process,

informed by a rational cost–benefit analysis, conducted by a defined policy community, and that

arrive at an ideal set of outcomes (Rist, 1994). Further, these approaches emphasize that

“empirical research can access the information needed to understand, design, plan, problem

solve, and implement effective educational policies and practices” (Diem et al., 2014, p. 1071).

TPA tends to consider change as a process that can be controlled and managed; it emphasized

rational actors; it assumes that actors have all the information needed to make a decision; and it

assumes that research is presented in ways that allow problems to be lessened or solved. (Diem,

Young, Welton, Mansfield, & Lee, 2014; Young & Diem, 2017, as cited in Diem et al., 2019).

In the context of this thesis project, TPA is incapable or has been ill–suited to

accomplishing a policy goal of enabling Black students’ academic success in Ontario as

exemplified the dominance of its adoption as an approach yet the prevalent persistence of

inequities in education outcomes and experiences today. If change could be planned and

managed, costs and benefits could be rationally weighed, policymakers had the required

knowledge and capacity to carry out these functions, and policy interventions could be presented

to education system stakeholders in useful and transformative ways —system–wide education

inequities for Black students would have been solved by now. However, despite the arguments
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made by TPA, Black Canadian students continue to have lower rates of high school completion

and university degree attainment than their white counterparts for a number of unresolved

reasons (Dei, Mazzuca, McIsaac, and Zine, 1997; James and Turner, 2017; Livingstone &

Weinfeld, 2017; Robson). This assumption is made with full consideration that TPA is not

wholly responsible for policy failure in this context, but that it is coupled with other institutional

failures such as a lack of Black educators, Black leaders, mentorship opportunities racial

accountability infrastructure within the public education system.

As such, critical policy analysis (CPA) is a counter response to the deficiencies of TPA in

that it uses “critical frameworks to question traditional approaches to analysis” (McDonnell,

2009; Young & Diem, 2017, as cited in Diem, 2019). Central to CPA is the acknowledgment that

dynamics of power and ideology influence policy analysis (Ball, 1991, 1993, 1994; Apple, 1982;

Popkewitz, 1997, 2000; Levinson et al., 2009). CPA is widely used as a framework for

challenging, reorienting, and ultimately, resisting contemporary discriminatory implications of

TPA on Ontario’s education policy landscape. For example, Lorenzo Cherubini uses CPA among

other critical frameworks to critique Ontario Aboriginal Education Policy (Cherubini, 2010); Sue

Winton uses CPA to explore how history informs how the meaning of policy is constructed, and

the rhetorical strategies deployed to convince the public to adopt such constructions (Winton,

2014); and Winton further uses CPA to interject holistic comprehension of Ontario anti–bullying

policies (Winton, 2015). In general, “critical policy scholars seek to push back at time–worn,

traditional policy approaches to educational policy, offering a number of different perspectives

and developments that aim to critique and offer alternative strategies and perspectives for

examining educational policy issues” (Diem, 2019). According to Young and Diem (2017, p. 4),

critical policy scholars tend to address five core elements. First they prioritize outcomes over
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rhetoric – in this project, that means focusing on community–driven experiences trying to

confront anti–Black racism in the public education system. Second, they tend to focus on where

certain policies emerged from; in this project, that means considering the history of the

institutions itself and acknowledging the impacts of the transatlantic slave trade on public

education institutions; third, they emphasize the role of power; again in this paper, racial power

is foundational to understanding barriers to addressing anti–Black racism. Fourthly, critical

policy analysis scholars consider inequality and privilege, which in this study will be

demonstrated through access to affecting institutional change as well as through educational

outcomes for Black students. Finally, they underscore the role of resistance. In this paper, the

role of resistance is extremely important as the final recommendations contained herein outline

community–driven recommendations for overcoming the institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism. These recommendations are inherent acts of resisting white supremacy and

the symptoms that stem from it.

CPA will be adopted in order to further understand why poor outcomes for Black students

in Ontario’s education system transcend over time, by not simply examining education policy

that conspicuously attack Black students, such as the Conservative government's Code of

Conduct for Ontario Schools; but by contending with the less obvious ways that seemingly

progressive education policies, such as the current Conservative government’s recent repeal of

Regulation 274, may actually maintain and reproduce systemic patterns of anti–Black racism. In

the case of repealing Regulation 274, which empowers school principles to hire more diverse

groups of teachers, there remains little to no critical analysis of the capacity of principles to

operationalize a brand of diverse hiring that extends past identity politics and towards

substantive ideological resistance to white supremacy and anti–Black racism. As such,
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Regulation 274 is largely celebrated as a win for Black communities while the ways in which it

may uphold anti–Black racism are suppressed and omitted from public discourse. In short, this

thesis project will unmask the failure of education policy to confront and overcome the ways that

it problematizes and often conceals barriers to addressing institutional anti–Black racism.

Conclusion

In short, these frameworks – historical institutionalism, critical race theory, Black feminist

thought, and critical policy analysis – offer complimentary levels of analysis that when taken

together provide depth to the exploration of this study’s three research questions: 1) What are the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public education system? 2) How do

the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in public education get reproduced

over time?  3) How can the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in the public

education system be overcome?

Chapter 3: Literature Review

This section will be separated into two mutually reinforcing parts, both of which will provide an

overview of key pieces of literature and knowledge that are necessary for one to meaningfully

engage with this study and also make the case for the contribution that this study will make into

the broader literature on institutional change and critical education studies. Part one will first,

provide an overview of the historic roots of anti–Black racism within Ontario’s education

system; and second, outline the current realities of Black students in Ontario by leveraging key
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academic literature. This first part of the literature review will draw a straight line from past to

present while making the case that it should not be shocking that we are contending with

anti–Black racism in the public education system today. The second part of the literature review

will reveal the current realities of Black students in Ontario by leveraging key academic

literature.

Part 1: Anti–Black Roots of Ontario’s Public
Education System

The education system has traditionally been leveraged in Canada as a tool to maintain a social,

economic, cultural, and political reality that is rooted in white supremacy. The Indian Act was

passed in 1867, entrenching British imperial settler–colonialism on Turtle Island (read as

Canada), and thereby unabashedly formalizing processes to dispossess Indigenous peoples from

their land, culture, and each other (Leslie, 2002; Johnstone, 2020). The education system was

strategically leveraged as a key mechanism in settler–colonialism: “In Canada, residential

schools were used as a way of fostering white supremacy and inferiorizing Indigenous culture”

(Johnstone, 2020). Gillborn’s empirical analysis of education policy in England reminds us that

the weaoponization of schools to inform and reproduce a broader white supremacist power

structure is a practice well–established in the homeland of Canada’s colonizing forefathers

(Gillborn, 2005). 

In the case of Black people in Ontario and Canada, we were first understood as property

before anything else. In 1628, the first cargo ship of kidnapped Africans arrived on the shores of

what is now Quebec – then New France – and thus began the legacy of Black enslavement in

what is now known as Canada (Wink, 1997). In fact, slave owners held central roles in the early

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=Y9FVJV
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days of Canada’s colonial government: “at least six of the sixteen members elected to the house

of assembly held slaves” (Wigmore, 2011). Wigmore’s historical research further unmasks that

“the list of slaveholders [during the late 1700’s in what is now known as Ontario included nearly

all of the leading families [at that time]” (ibid). To be clear, “an estimated 500 slaves lived beside

the 14,000 Euro–American colonists in Upper Canada in 1791” (ibid). Despite the beloved

singular narrative of Canada being a safe haven for Africans fleeing American slavery,

“[historians] rarely mention that many [also] found freedom by crossing the border to the

United States” thereby revealing that Canada was not only a safe haven for Black peoples

fleeing enslavement in the United States (Wigmore, 2011).  This counter narrative demonstrates

the prevalence and magnitude of Canada’s enslavement of people of African descent. The

enslavement of Black people in Canada was routine for more than 200 years, until 1834 when

the British legislatively abolished slavery throughout its colonies.

Unsurprisingly, the anti–Black white supremacist logics that underpinned and reproduced

slavery were not eradicated with the stroke of a pen, but rather continue to show up in the very

structure and institutions of Canadian society. One need not look any further than the

over–representation of Black Canadians in the prison system to understand the ways in which the

legacy of the transatlantic slave trade lives on. Furthermore, it is important to note that slavery

was abolished by the British not merely as an act of benevolence, but rather as a reaction to the

refusal and resistance that Black people were tirelessly engaged in. In fact, even before the

British Slavery Abolition Act of 1834, enslaved Black people in what is now known as Canada,

were “active agents in their own emancipation” (Cooper, 2007). As Canadian Historian Afua

Cooper outlines in Acts of resistance: Black men and women engage slavery in Upper Canada,

1793–1803, the 19th century was witness to a continuum of manifestations of resistance among

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=xDwbcF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=wJmPdO
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enslaved Black people, ranging from arson and poisoning to refusing work and sucking their

teeth (Cooper, 2007). Afua’s historical tracing of Black resistance to bondage and white

supremacy is important, as it signals that contemporary Black resistance to ideologies of white

dominance within Ontario’s public education system are intrinsically linked with longer histories

of Black people on this land resisting and refusing to be subjugated.

The enslavement of people of African descent in Canada was rationalized by white

settlers’ warped imaginations of Black people and against the temporal backdrop of Canada’s

own engagement with the transatlantic slave trade. In some ways these imaginings can be

understood as stereotypes, but a more accurate naming of this practice is anti–Black racism. I am

concerned with raising this history, as it demonstrates that the ways in which Black people are

understood in white settler colonies, such as Canada, are born out of white supremacy and

anti–Black racism. With this historical placing, it becomes possible to begin the journey of

exploring the central tenet of this thesis project – institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black

racism in the public education system. It reveals the historically constructed backdrop against

which anti–Black racism, racially stratified education outcomes and Black students’ refusal to be

subjugated is operating. Introducing history into the arena of institutional change and racial

justice is precisely what is necessary to resist the white supremacist tool of a feigned amnesia

about the anti–Black roots of Ontario’s public education system. It is in this way that the work is

equipped to navigate the ways that disinformation would otherwise complicate it.

In the specific context of public education, the Common Schools Act of 1843 explicitly

prohibited the refusal of access to public schools (called common schools at the time), based on

"any class or description of persons resident within the school district to which such common

school may belong" (McLaren, 2003, p. 35). However, Black children and youth were
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nonetheless refused entry to public schools due to the anti–Black lobbying efforts of white

parents: (Walker, 1982). Black families were increasingly settling in Ontario as a result of the

underground railroad and land promises made by the British to African–Americans who fought

for the crown in the War of 1812. It was clear that white parents did not want Black families in

their neighborhoods, nor Black students studying alongside their white children. Through the

powers held by school board trustees, the once open–to–all Commons Schools Act was amended

in 1850 to include the Separate Schools Act, which entrenched the broader practice of denying

Black students access to public schools into law arguing “that separate schools were a temporary

expedient to be used only until local prejudices and ignorance were overcome” (Winks, 1997, p.

373). Through this piece of legislation in Ontario, school board trustees were able to manipulate

school boundaries in order to segregate Black students to separate and unequal schools, a

strategy known as gerrymandering. It is worth noting that segregated Black schools were often

under–resourced and that in practice Black families were denied entry into the white schools and

forced to attend the segregated Black school even in cases when the Black school was

inaccessibly far from their place of residence (Winks, 1997, p. 374).

The Separate Schools Act exemplifies how white parents, educators and politicians

weaponized the education system and education policy to respond to Black Canadians seeking

safety and freedom in Ontario. This example demonstrates how white Ontarians perceived Black

children and youth as threats and is a clear example of how public policy, particularly through

the education system, has been leveraged to disenfranchise Black people and maintain white

supremacist power dynamics in Canada. This example of institutional anti–Black racism reminds

one that anti–Black racism did not end with the legislative abolishment of slavery in 1834, while

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=WG0IgR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=lGH1Lx
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=lGH1Lx
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also encouraging one to ruminate on the ways that institutional anti–Black racism is

operationalized and reproduced today.

Segregated schools for Black students existed in Ontario for more than 100 years after the

legislative abolition of slavery in Canada. This only changed in 1964 when Ontario’s first Black

Member of Provincial Parliament, Leonard Braithwaite, condemned the Separate Schools Act for

its institutional facilitation of segregated schools for Black students. That same year the Separate

Schools Act was terminated and, in 1965, Ontario’s last segregated school was closed (Bradburn

2018 & 2021).

Beyond the obvious violence of segregated schools in Ontario, I find it particularly telling

that the Separate Schools Act existed within the same governing document that also intentionally

prohibited the refusal of access to public schools (called common schools at the time), based on

"any class or description of persons resident within the school district to which such common

school may belong" (McLaren, 2003, p. 35).The paradox of the legislation delineating public

education as a publicly accessible resource for all while, at the same time, excluding Black

students from that promise reveals so much about the institutional practice of othering Black

students within the education system. Whether through curriculum, suspensions, or stereotypes,

the literature tells us that institutional othering of Black students can be traced to today.

It is through this historical grounding, that one may approach contemporary racial

inequities in public education and institutional approaches to confront anti–Black racism as

intrinsically linked to the ways in which Black children and youth continue to be imagined by

white parents, educators, and decision makers today. With this institutional context, this study

seeks to identify and confront the barriers to addressing institutional anti–Black racism.
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Current Realities of Black Students in the Public Education System

This section will outline key sources of literature that reveal the current realities of Black

students in Ontario by leveraging key academic literature as well as specific data on Black

students’ experiences in schools and educational outcomes.

I personally have not met a Black person who does not have a story of how they

experienced and subsequently reacted to anti–Black racism at school. Black students continue to

experience schools as sites of degradation and psychological harm due to a pervasiveness of

anti–Black violence (Codjoe, 2001).

In Fighting a 'Public Enemy' of Black Academic Achievement—the persistence of racism

and the schooling experiences of Black students in Canada, Henry Codjoe (2001) presents the

results of a study examining the schooling experiences of academically successful Black high

school students in Alberta, Canada. Similar to my anecdotal experience, every single Black

youth in the study testified to having experienced anti–Black racism at school, their testimonies

“show racism and racist attitudes in school and out of school, the impact of racism on them, and

how they coped with it” (p. 349). While the Black youth in this study shared stories of resilience,

the takeaway is not that they survived the education system, but rather that Black youth are

grappling with barriers that should not exist in a public education system – barriers that white

students do not have to consider or engage with. It is in this way that Codjoe’s study emphasizes

the need for work similar to my own project of research; that is, to analyze the institutional

barriers to confronting anti–Black racism and move towards an equitable education system.

Notably, in this study, Codjoe positions the institutional tool of education policy as a possible
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solution addressing the debilitating and widespread phenomenon of anti–Black racism within the

education system (Codjoe, 2001).

Steele expands upon the notion of stereotype threat and how it negatively impacts

standardized test results for Black students (Steele, 1997). Specifically, Steele uses quantitative

regression models to illustrate the negative correlation between stereotype threat and

standardized test performance among Black students. Stereotype threat refers to: the threat that

others' judgments or their own actions will negatively stereotype them” (Steele, 1997, p. 613).

Steele’s research found that stereotype threat “dramatically depresses the standardized test

performance of women and African Americans who are in the academic vanguard of their

groups” (ibid). He went on to argue that interventions that seek to confront and reduce

stereotypes of Black students would in turn improve standardized test results. While the

prescription from Steel’s research appears logical, I would argue that it should be adopted with

the full knowledge that the very stereotypes about Black students that he recommends be

addressed are rooted in patterns of anti–Black racism that are deeply embedded into the

ideological repertoire of our public schools – that is, the very way our education system

conceives and makes sense of Black bodies. As such, while Steele’s work adds to the literature

around the impacts of stereotypes, it requires further interrogation of how exactly to produce that

change in an institutionally substantive way – and that is precisely the insight that my study will

provide.

Adding another layer, the data also tells us that the experiences of Black students are

gendered. Carl James contends with what he refers to as the construction of Black males as

“at–risk” students. Specifically, James argues that “the stereotypes of the [Black ,male] youth as

immigrant, fatherless, troublemaker, athlete, and underachiever contribute to their racialization
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and marginalization that in turn structure their learning processes, social opportunities, life

chances, and educational outcomes” (James, 2012). It is important to therefore interrogate who is

constructing Black student identity in this way and, moreover, why. While James acknowledges

that this racist construction happens both overtly and implicitly, serving as a reminder of how the

“regime of white supremacy and its subordination of people of color have been created and

maintained in America” (Crenshaw, 1995, p. Xiii). In this way, James further illuminates the

relationship between negative perceptions of Black students and their education outcomes,

arguing that stereotypes about Black students inform the ways in which Black students are

treated in the education system (James, 2012).

Moreover, scholars demonstrate how sexist conceptions of traditional femininity intersect

with stereotypes about Black women to produce education environments wherein Black girls are

forced to develop strategies to navigate specific barriers consequent to broader social patterns of

patriarchy (Wane & Neegan, 2004; Morris 2007; Linton & McLean, 2017). By examining the

strategies of a cohort of successful Black high school girls, Rowena Linton found stereotypes

about Black intellectual inferiority illustrated through low expectations from teachers actually

motivated her study participants to achieve good grades to prove their ability to do so (Linton,

2017). This finding therefore demonstrates that similar to what James found in his study, the

default perception for Black girls is also one based on deficit first. However, Linton emphasizes

how the Black girls she interviewed were often characterized as loud, a particular trope that she

makes sense of through broader sexist beliefs that women should somehow be docile and

submissive (ibid).

In a two–year ethnographic study at a local public middle school, Edward Morris

expanded on the particular ways that sexism intersects with anti–Black racism to shape the
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experiences of Black female students. He found that when Black female students would assert

themselves it would often be perceived as aggressive by white educators, in comparison to white

female students and female students from other racial backgrounds. He further found that there

was an overemphasis on ‘social decorum’ for Black female students, which is attributed to not

only racial, but gendered expectations of Black girls (Morris, 2007). It is clear that although there

is a 10 year gap between the work of Linton and Morris, the gendered iteration of anti–Black

racism persists. As such, it serves as an important reminder to take an intersectional approach to

the work that engages with the multiple sites of oppression that inform one’s experiences in the

public school system, and the ways that those sites interact with one another to produce (or

inhibit) particular educational outcomes.

Scholars also examine the roles of administration and policy in the disenfranchisement of Black
youth from public education. Using critical frameworks, scholars analyze how specific policies
operate in opposition to improving Black student outcomes. For example, Solomon expands
understandings around the convergence of racial profiling and zero–tolerance policies. He
presents findings from a 1995–1996 field study in a provincially operated institution for
incarcerated youth. He found that despite broad youth buy–in to the Canadian idiom that
education begets success, education outcomes for Black students remain compromised by
widespread anti–Black racism (Solomon, 2004). Additionally, Livingstone et al., uses qualitative
methods to resist the exclusion of Black student voices while critiquing the role of public
engagement in the education policy making process (2014); Abawi uses critical frameworks to
examine how ‘bias free’ hiring practices in Ontario’s education system reproduce and maintain
institutional whiteness (Abawi, 2018); and Gallagher–Mackay expose how the omission and
suppression of race data facilitates white supremacy and Black marginalization, ultimately
undermining any chance of equity in the policy cycle (2017).  

The takeaway is that anti–Black racism creates a very particular experience for Black

students — one mired with harm and violence. The problem is not that suspensions and

expulsion are possible, it is that anti–Black racism makes it so these institutional mechanisms are

disproportionately and consistently wielded against Black students. In light of this, one can see

how more severe mechanisms such as zero–tolerance and SRO’s in schools, regardless of their

purported intention, will likely have a disproportionate impact on Black students. The hypocrisy
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of claiming to value students from all backgrounds while filling the school’s institutional arsenal

with tools that demonstrably target and harm Black students is unacceptable. Addressing systems

demands more than lip service, it requires a deep evaluation and subsequent confrontation with

the ways in which institutional mechanisms are being wielded.

Again, literature about over–discipline in Ontario is highly Toronto–centric, and more

Ottawa specific research is needed. Toronto does not have the sole prerogative on contouring the

experience of Black students – the specific iteration of anti–Black racism within the OCDSB is

worthy of in–depth interrogation, particularly given the lifelong consequences that suspension

and expulsion can have on the mental and material outcomes of students' lives.

Part 2: On Institutions

This second part of the literature review will focus on institutions. To put it simply, a

great leader or great policy intervention requires an even greater institution to make vision a

reality. This project focuses on the capacity of the education system to grasp this lesson and

implement it in ways that can truly deliver a public education system where race does not

determine educational outcomes.  While there is a small education literature about institutional

capacity to address anti–Black racism, even existing literature is characterized by a particular

neglect of the Ottawa Carleton District School Board (OCDSB). There are several types of

literature that will be key to this study on institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism.

The first section provides an overview of the evolution of academic thought on institutions

themselves thereby offering a foundation for analyzing institutions. The second section reflects

on the underlying concepts that allow us to define institutional anti–Black racism and reflects on
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these phenomena in practice. The third section provides a common understanding around what

may constitute and facilitate institutional change (new institutionalism, historical

institutionalism, activism, the Black Lives Matter movement and COVID–19). The final section

examines literature about education leadership. I will situate the election of the OCDSB’s first

Black Director of Education within this leadership discourse, making the point that like a good

policy, a good leader also requires a healthy and capable institutional context to effect systemic

change.

As this study is particularly concerned with institutions, this second part of the literature

review plays the valuable role of equipping one with a necessary grounding in the academic

discourse on institutions and institutional anti–Black racism. In this way, it is my hope that the

dynamics and experiences shared in this study will add value to the field of institutionalism.

Genealogy of Institutional Thought

In order to examine and overcome the ways that an institution limits strategies to address

anti–Black racism, one is required to define what exactly an institution is. Emile Durkheim, one

of the founding fathers of sociology, defines sociology as “the science of institutions, of their

genesis and functioning” (Durkheim, 1982). Durkheim adopts this definition from Marcel Mauss

and Paul Fauconnet’s 1901 contribution to (Mauss, M., Jeffrey, W., & Gane, M., 2005). By

defining sociology in this way, Durkehim was able to bridge sociological theory and rigorous

analytical methodology to then treat institutions themselves as objects of inquiry. This merging

of the social with the science was a turning point in the discipline of sociology; however, it was

not without its limitations. Particularly, scholars have overwhelmingly raised concerns about the

consequences of assuming that institutions are static in form and function, arguing that

Durkheim’s approach limits analytical depth (Weber, 2001; Thelen, 2004; Gillborn, 2005). This
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growing critique led to the widespread emergence of new institutionalism across the social

sciences in disciplines, such as political science, economics, and public affairs. New

institutionalism “seeks to explain institutions rather than simply assume their existence” (Victor

Nee, 1998).

New institutionalism breaks from Durkheim’s rigid definition of institutions to one in

which institutions are understood as evolving sites of inquiry. As such, new institutionalism is

grounded in the processes of institutional change (Hacker, 2004; Mahoney & Thelen, 2010).

While early new institutionalist literature predominantly focused on how institutional change is

spurred by exogenous shocks, considerable attention is now given to processes of endogenous

change – where the energy for change comes from within (Zietsma, C., Groenewegen, P., Logue,

D., & Hinings, R., 2017) Sara Ahmed’s description of ‘institutional life’ provides a framework

for understanding the environment that endogenous shocks operate in by defining it as “the

routines, procedures, conventions, roles, strategies, organizational forms, and technologies” that

characterize the experience of navigating institutions and that frame the processes of institutional

change (Ahmed, 2012, p.21).

This genealogical study of institutions is offered as a baseline to support this study’s

examination of institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public education

system. For example, new institutionalism and institutional life remind us that confronting

anti–Black racism in institutional environments where such discrimination has been normalized

is difficult due to anti–Black routines and patterns that have concretized over time. However, at

the same time, by acknowledging that institutions are not static, but rather are constantly

changing due to endogenous and exogenous shocks, one is provided with the hope that through

strategic action, institutions can in fact shift in the direction of racial justice.
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Institutional Whiteness

While institutional anti–Black racism provides the offensive angle – meaning the ways

institutions attack Black life – one must also contend with the defensive angle – which is what

institutional anti–Black racism seeks to maintain. The notion of institutional whiteness articulates

precisely the status quo for which Black life is rendered disposable in Ontario’s public education

system and beyond.

Gillborn defines whiteness as an ideology with “a set of assumptions, beliefs, and

practices that place the interests and perspectives of White people at the center of what is

considered normal and everyday” (Gillborn, 2015, p. 278). Again, in her seminal work, Sara

Ahmed defines institutional whiteness as “the normalization of whiteness and othering of

anything else” and discusses how this normalization informs who takes up space, who is to be

made comfortable, and who an institution works for (Ahmed, 2012). She spends time explaining

how the white tendency to adopt an ‘I am not racist’ defense problematizes race equity and gives

way for folks to deny the reality of racism that characterizes the daily lives of racialized people.

She argues that the white tendency to believe themselves detached from institutional racism is in

turn a tool of suppression and a way that institutional racism gets reproduced (Ahmed, 2012 p.

48). This thesis project will seek to trace this white tradition of removing individual

responsibility from the equation of institutional anti–Black racism at length thereby illuminating

the extent to which this practice is evident in the context of the Ottawa–Carleton District School

Board.
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Additionally, Ahmed also discusses the methodologies of maintaining institutional

whiteness by examining recruitment practices and makes the argument that institutional

whiteness is more than skin colour, but that it is an institutionally imposed allegiance to white

supremacist power paradigms and knowledge production models by all actors within a given

institution – imposed on all regardless of racial background. To further illustrate her argument,

she outlines how whiteness uses inclusion to maintain the institution’s practice of exclusion

(Ahmed, 2012, p. 43). She uses the term “conditional hospitality” to articulate how Black and

other non–white actors within an institution can have their place in an institution revoked should

they seek to actively challenge the institutions white supremacist power paradigms and

knowledge production models.

It is in this way that Ahmed is able to exemplify how institutional whiteness is not only

what anti–Black racism is weaponized to maintain, but also how institutional anti–Black racism

gets reproduced.

The Individual IS the institution and Sage Evaluation

Illustrating the concepts of systemic and institutional anti–Black racism as well as

institutional whiteness, Sara Ahmed’s analysis situates the plight of diversity practitioners within

given institutions as sights to extrapolate learnings and reveal institutional barriers. She broadly

defines ‘diversity practitioners’ as those hired into a given institution to ‘cure’ it of racism. At

one point, she uses the analogy of a plumber to explain diversity work: “diversity workers are

institutional plumbers: they develop an expertise in how and where things get stuck” (Ahmed,

2012, p. 32). There are several learnings from Ahmed’s work that are of particular relevance for
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this study on the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism; this section however will

focus on the most salient one.

Ahmed (2012) warns against confusing any well–meaning attempt to address institutional

racism as actually addressing institutional racism: she argues that “institutional equity roles and

policy commitments may actually serve to mask inequity rather than address them” (Ahmed,

2012, p. 117). I think here of the ways in which institutions market policies and initiatives to

address anti–Black racism in Ontario’s public education system and the process through they hire

and recruit Black staff and leaders. Ahmed reminds us to stay the course and evaluate

anti–racism work based on substantive indicators of success that measure race equity – she

reminds us to look past promises and focus on accountability (Ahmed, 2012).

In short, this logical, specific, results–based approach to analysis and evaluation is what

allows this project to overcome Ahmed’s worry that recognizing institutional racism may

somehow negate the complicity of the individual. This project demonstrates how the individual

and the institution jointly reproduce and maintain institutional racism, and as such the analysis

approach of this work allows for concrete measurable interventions to address the specific

institutional manifestation of systemic racism at the OCDSB.

Overview: ORGANIZATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF ONTARIO’S

PUBLICLY FUNDED EDUCATION SYSTEM

Public Education is under provincial jurisdiction in Canada, and, as such, Ontario’s

Ministry of Education is responsible for overseeing education in the province. This includes

developing province–wide policies, determining how much money each school board receives,
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and making any changes to the standardized provincial K–12 curriculum. On the other hand,

School Boards, such as the OCDSB, are responsible for managing and administering education

locally; this includes developing board–wide policies, determining how to spend the board

budget, and ensuring that the provincially mandated curriculum is being administered. Each

School Board is led by a Director of Education who answers to an elected council of School

Board Trustees. School Board Trustees are responsible for determining the policy direction of the

School Board; this includes priorities for their School Board and evaluating the Director of

Education’s progress in meeting those priorities. At the OCDSB there are 12 trustees who serve

four year terms and each represent one of twelve electoral zones, as well as two student trustees

who serve one year terms. As I write this dissertation there is not a single Black trustee for the

OCDSB. While the organizational raison d’etre of school boards trustees is to ensure that

community voices are embedded into the decision making infrastructure of school boards, what

does it mean when the Black community is not at that table and, moreover, what kinds of

decisions are made or not made as a consequence of that omission. As scholars of public policy

have noted at length, problem identification and definition, which can be understood as exactly

what trustees are responsible for, is an inherently political process (Kingdon, 1995; Baumgartner

and Jones, 1993). I would argue that without Black representation at all levels of any given

educational governance model, there is an increased likelihood for missed opportunities to

substantively confront anti–Black racism.

Institutional Change

As noted earlier in this thesis project, the theoretical paradigm of historical institutionalism

presents the case that institutional change is facilitated through endogenous and exogenous
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shocks, underpinned by the logics of path dependence, policy feedback theory, and ideological

repertoires (Immergut, 1988, Thelen, 1999; Pierson, 2004; Béland, 2005).

Here, however, I want to take a moment to add more details on the ways that endogenous

and exogenous shocks have a long history of being recognized as vehicles for institutional

change within and beyond Ontario’s education system.

Through their study of the anti–discrimination legislation in Ontario, Carmela and Frager

illustrate the key role that minority groups have played in shifting public opinion and

institutional culture to expand human rights protections in the province (Carmela & Frager,

2001). It is relevant that despite their study being published in 2001, the same external and

internal patterns of systems change can be traced to the same ways in which institutional change

is currently being prompted in the education system today.

Their study affirmed that it was an exogenous shock that heavily led to Ontario’s 1954

Fair Accommodation Practices Act; namely, when the African Canadian community in Dresden,

Ontario organized for legislative change after Hugh Burnett, a Black man, was refused service in

a Dresden restaurant.

Their study further affirmed that endogenous shocks were also crucial in affecting

institutional change by demonstrating how internal political dynamics were key to change:

“Representatives of the JPRC met with cabinet members who seemed sympathetic to such

legislation and left them drafts of anti–discrimination statutes as resource materials. This

material was used in preparing the anti–discrimination act” (Carmela & Frager, 2001. p. 18).

As this study explores the perspectives of educational actors, I will use this framework to

interpret the mechanisms of institutional change when examining, for example, the impacts of
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internal hired education actors and external social movements for racial justice like the Black

Lives Matter movement.

Example: School Resource Officer (SRO) Program

Here, it is important to revisit the concept of policy feedback theory, which “examines

how current policies constrain the types of policies available in the future in a theory attentive to

history and institutional development” (Pierson, 2004).  This idea is important as it reminds us

that policy decisions reinforce and affirm other policy decisions within a given institution.

Anti–Balck racism is fed back and back again into institutional policy infrastructure through the

continuation of anti–Black policy decisions. A primary example here is the persistence of armed

police in Ontario public schools as practice is continued despite its known harm.

The School Resource Officer(SRO) program facilitates the placement of armed police

officers in elementary, middle, and high schools through “a collaboration between law

enforcement officers and the school community” (Public Safety Canada, 2018). In Ottawa, calls

for ‘no cops in schools’ have been championed by many and led by the Asilu Collective, “an

anti–racist feminist group from Ottawa currently working on the removal of the School Resource

Officer (SRO) program in our public schools” (Asilu Collective, 2022). The Asilu collective

warns about the harm caused by the SRO program including adverse mental health

consequences, poor school performance, and diminished future opportunities (Asilu Collective,

2021). The self–identified Black and Brown youth collective advocates for alternatives to the

SRO program such as “mental health and addiction resources, free breakfast and lunch programs,

and trauma–informed counseling” (ibid).
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It is clear here that there is a tension between the status quo of armed police in schools

and alternate practices of additional support. Both approaches seek to address the issue of

negative student behaviour. While the former status quo option responds with discipline, the

alternative is advocating that student behavior can be improved with care and support instead.

This tension is particularly relevant in the context of this thesis project for two main reasons.

First, it is relevant that Black and Brown youth are advocating for alternative approaches to

police in schools. It signals the disproportionate impact that policing within and beyond schools

has on Black and Brown communities. Second, it demonstrates how policy feedback and

institutional whiteness work in tandem to perpetuate certain practices despite calls that those

practices are causing harm and reinforcing racial injustice.  This context is relevant for framing

some of the institutional routines that Black leaders will need to contend with while navigating

and hopefully resisting the limiting construction of Black leadership that whiteness enforces.

Black Leadership Has Limits Too

Oftentimes, Black leadership is characterized as the singular solution to institutional

racial injustice, but it is important to keep in mind that “Black leadership exists in relation to the

racial hierarchy of society and is shaped by the historical, political, economic, and cultural

contexts of the time” (James, 2019, p. 19). This reminder is critical because it allows one to

interpret one’s own expectations of Black leadership and the actual actions taken by Black

leaders within an analytical framework that also acknowledges that Black leaders must also

navigate the very anti–Black intuitional barriers that they are expected to dismantle.

Camille Williams–Taylor began her tenure as the Director of Education for the Ottawa

Carleton District School Board in 2019 and, as I write this thesis, she still holds that position.
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She is the first Black person to hold her position. Within the first 6 months of her tenure, an

unarmed Black man named George Floyd was murdered by Minneapolis Police Officers –

sparking thousands in Ottawa to locally protest as part of a global reckoning over racial injustice

(Pringle, 2020). In this section, I will define leadership, examine the implications of white

supremacist constructions of Black leadership, and present literature to highlight the unique

experience of Black feminist leadership. Within this frame, I will contextualize the OCDSB’s

appointment of its first Black Director of Education and equip this project with a scholarly

background to critically interpret Camille’s historic appointment.

Leadership is defined in many ways, but this paper adopts Carl James’ 2019 definition

that “leadership is largely conceived of as the capability and skills that individuals possess to

identify the needs or assets of a group or community, and to inspire and mobilize others to join

with them in addressing the needs or mobilizing the assets.” (p.22).  While he acknowledges that

there is no one uniform definition of leadership, and that its exact characteristics are contextually

and temporally dependent, this working definition is specific enough to provide analytical

possibility while flexible enough to allow for contextual contouring.

Traditionally, the approach to the discussion of Black leadership has been one that

focuses on the plight of Black leaders within White institutions (Ahmed, 2012; Bianca, 2020;

Noelle , 2021). However, James takes a pivoted approach and instead sets his site of inquiry on

the white supremacist expectations imposed Black leaders in relation to community engagement.

Specifically, he presents the case that Black leadership is constructed through the idea of

whiteness – “a set of assumptions, beliefs, and practices that place the interests and perspectives

of White people at the center of what is considered normal and everyday” (Gillborn, 2015, p.
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278). Specifically, he argues that “Whiteness is not simply about White bodies, but is the

articulation and enactment of the principles of leadership that operate more in the interests of

Whites than minoritized or racialized groups'' (James, 2019, p. 23). Instead of positioning Black

leaders as saviors, James actually makes the argument that whiteness may impact Black

leadership in way furthers white supremacy at the cost of meaningful racial justice. He

demonstrates his argument by presenting a case for five archetypes that Black leadership often

follows based on white supremacist logics and expectations: role models, corrective agents,

arbitrators, change agents, and cultural curators.

First, he argues that Black leaders are often iconized as role models in order to produce a

neo–liberal uniformity among the broader Black community. Here, the idea of what I call

neo–liberal uniformity refers to the notion that there is one type of success – one that is usually

entrenched within a capitalist, material, individual value system at the expense of more

community–oriented models of what it means to be successful. In the context of Camille, the

idea of being a role model is of particular interest by virtue of her being the first Black woman to

hold her position; naturally, one will wonder what she did right to be the first to hold such a

prestigious position. I would be curious to explore whether her path to ‘success’ is characterized

in a way that accepts or challenges the institutional barriers that she may have encountered on

her road to becoming the Director of Education for the OCDSB – and what impact that

characterization might have on what broader Black Canadians consider to be successful.

Second, he argues that Black leaders tend to be pushed to be ‘corrective agents’ by

“adhering to white, middle–class, patriarchal, heteronormative forms of leadership, play

regulatory roles in maintaining social responsibility and compliance in the community” (ibdi, p.

30). This point is important within an education context when we think about school curriculum.
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In what way are we examining the role that Black leaders are expected to play in pacifying calls

to shift policy documents like school curriculum towards racial justice – especially when those

shifts might be at odds with adhering to existing white supremacist power dynamics.

Third, he argues that Black leaders are frequently forced to be ‘arbitrators’ who prioritize

“white comfort versus Black need for voice” (ibid, p. 32). Similarly to the previous point, in

addition to taking action to pacify legitimate outrage around racial injustice, James also argues

that Back leadership is expected to arbitrate when such outrage is appropriate or not. This point

is extremely important to consider as examining Black leadership at a time of deep social unrest.

Whether it is the Black Lives Matter movement or the Asilu Collective, Black communities are

demanding access and equity in social life and that includes our public institutions. For example,

would existing white supremacist power in institutions promote Black leaders to interpret public

protest as productive or counter–productive and, moreover, how might those expectations affect

the ability of Black leaders to meaningfully confront institutional anti–Black racism.

Finally, James argues that Black leaders are repeatedly cajoled into being ‘cultural

curators’, meaning those who leverage Black culture as a means to further white supremacist

agendas. For example, this could include the leveraging of music, film, and dance in actions to

pacify Black student’s calls to end police in schools rather than actually taking action to

challenge how institutional racial power manifests and reproduces itself.

As not only the first Black Director of Education, but as the new Director of Education,

Camille Williams–Taylor represents an equitable future but also a new vision for how equity is

institutionally addressed within the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board. Williams–Taylor is

an immigrant from Jamaica, a mother, and spent the overwhelming majority of her teaching

career in Toronto – the site of inquiry for the majority of Canada’s race–focused public education
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research. In this way, Camille relocating to Ottawa to assume the position of Director of

Education inherently represents an appointment that represents change and her as an agent of that

change. For me and my family, as a Black family in Ottawa wherein children in our household

currently attend OCDSB schools – conversations around our dinner table included ruminations

on the type of change that Williams–Taylor might exact as the first Black person to hold such a

leadership position in our city. I highly doubt that we were the only Black family having that

conversation.

James’ overview of the construction of Black leadership is particularly important for this

paper as it provides a frame through which we can engage in Camille’s historic appointment not

only through the lens of saviourism, but also through the ways that whiteness influence and thus

manifest in her leadership style. To use the language of historical institutionalism, James’

framework provides an approach through which we may examine and even evaluate the scale

and scope of Black leadership as an endogenous shock within the context of the OCDSB.

Conclusion

In this section I examined the relationship of Black leadership and institutional whiteness

thereby providing key insights into the broader dynamics of institutional realities and anti–Black

racism by providing an overview of the evolution of institutional thought, institutional whiteness,

institutional change, an overview of the OCDSB’s governance structures, and Black education

leadership. In the next section, I connect these theoretical frameworks to my method, data

collection, and analysis.
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Chapter 4: Method

The fact that Black students continue to experience schools as hostile environments is not

a detached, sporadic phenomenon, but rather is a product of broader historically informed

patterns of anti–Black racism that are embedded in the education system. It is for this reason that

this project seeks to unmask those patterns in order to hypothesize on how to dismantle them. To

remind the reader, this study revolves around 3 research questions: 1) What are the institutional

barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public education system?; 2) How do the institutional

barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in public education get reproduced over time?; and 3) How can

the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in the public education system be overcome?

Black students remain outside of the registry of ‘public’ within the context of public

education – this research project seeks to ensure that the public education system is doing right

by Black students. Taking aim at the institutional barriers that are complicating that is the

strategy through which that will hopefully be achieved.

Method

This project relies on qualitative methods to explore the institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism. I conducted semi–structured individual interviews with five key actors within

the OCDSB. Interviewees were asked about institutional factors that complicate confronting

anti–Black racism within their school board.

I used qualitative methods for the study because qualitative research is undertaken when

a problem or issue needs to be explored, and variables cannot be easily measured or explained

(Creswell, 2013). In the case of institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism, such
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barriers are often based on institutional culture and the actors within the institution rather than by

measurable phenomena. Although, I do present survey data above, which has been analyzed

quantitatively – this quantitative data was presented as the impetus for this study. While graduate

rates or expulsion rates may provide quantitative proof of institutional barriers to addressing

anti–Black racism, they are the symptoms of the qualitative causes that this project seeks to

explore. As such, a qualitative approach is most appropriate for this project.

Participants

As I was interested in institutional barriers within the Ottawa–Carleton District School

Board, I made the strategic decision to align the interviewees for this study with the broader

administrative structure of the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board. This methodological

decision was taken to increase the likelihood of generating multifaceted perspectives that, when

taken together, would provide an overarching institutional perspective. Recognizing the

top–down governance structure of the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board – namely, with an

elected Board of Trustees who manage an appointed Director of Education who in turn manages

senior education administrators who in turn manage teachers who in turn serve parents and

students – I interviewed an OCDSB trustee, a senior administrative leader, two teachers, and a

parent for this study. Further acknowledging that my study focuses on anti–Black racism, I

strived to interview participants with lived experience being racialized as Black in Ontario. All

of the participants interviewed in this study are racialized as Black and reside in Ontario, with

the exception of the OCDSB School Board Trustee Justine Bell. There are no Black School

Board Trustee on the OCDSB Board of Trustees, but Justine Bell brings a strong political voice

and represents a riding in which issues of racial justice are particularly salient. In 2016, Trustee
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Bell’s ward became the site of widespread racial unrest in Ottawa following the public killing of

Abdirahman Abdi in the neighborhood in 2016. Abdi was an unarmed mentally ill Black man

who was killed by Ottawa Police Services in broad daylight during what residents called a ‘use

of excessive force’. The incident is connected with broader calls from the Black community that

Ottawa Police Service was endangering their lives (Jones & Glowacki, 2020.)

This project received ethics clearance on May 17, 2021from the Carleton University

Research Ethics Board–A (CUREB–A) – (See Appendix 2). Each participant in this study also

received and signed a consent form prior to being interviewed to ensure informed consent for

their voluntary participation in the project (See Appendix 3). The consent form included

information about the purpose of the study, details on what is expected from their participation,

instructions for withdrawing from the study, and information about the steps I take to ensure

confidentiality. Participants in this study were given the choice to be named or remain

anonymous, as is explained in detail in the consent form.

While no risks to participants were anticipated for this study, it was very important for me

to engage in this research ethically and a foundational piece of that is the practice of

transparency. By sharing my ethics approval (Appendix 2) and consent form (Appendix 3), I am

demonstrating transparency in action. I hope these additional details will support you, the reader,

in engaging with my project.

Participants were given the choice to be named or remain anonymous. The School Board

Trustee, one Black OCDSB teacher, and a Black parent agreed to be identified, while the Black

Senior Administrative Leader and other Black OCDSB teacher chose to remain anonymous. So

in total 3 out of 5 participants were named in this study. To respect confidentiality, I used
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pseudonyms for those who opted to remain anonymous and any identifying information

associated with their identity has also been anonymized. Further, recognizing that race and

administrative positions are paramount for contouring perspectives within the context of my two

research questions, I refer to each participant following the format of relationship to the OCDSB,

name/pseudonym, and race. Below, I provide the names of my participants in that format as well

as the date that they were interviewed. Specifically:

Name Date Interviewed

School Board Trustee, White, Justine Bell June 30, 2021

Senior Administrative Leader, Black,
Anonymous Jane

June 17, 2021

Teacher, Black, Anonymous Sarah June 14, 2021

Teacher, Black, Adrienne Coddette June 16, 2021

Parent, Black, Neema June 19, 2021

Participants were identified through two main strategies. First, snowballing – otherwise

known as word–of–mouth recruitment. Second, I sent an email that requested interested

participants and outlined my project, to the Ottawa Black Educators Network, a collective of

Black educators working in the OCDSB. In the email, I provided my email address and

encouraged those with interest to send me an email should they have questions or want to engage

in the formal steps to give consent to participate in the study.

Participant recruitment was carried out between April and June 2021 – during the global

COVID–19 pandemic. At the time, public health guidelines in the province of Ontario and in
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Ottawa recommended against in–person meetings. As such, recruitment methods as well as

interviews were all completed through virtual means such as email and Zoom.

In June 2021, I conducted 5 virtual individual in–depth interviews ranging from 60 to 120

minutes each using Zoom. The Interviews were semi–structured around questions that aligned

with my 3 research questions. My interview questions were determined according to each of my

three research questions and I strived to ask open ended questions. (See Appendix 1: Interview

Questions).

I used the Toronto–based company “Transcript Heroes” for transcription services. Audio

recordings were taken using the built–in option on ZOOM. I sent the company each audio

recording and they transcribed it to text. Once I received these texts, I was able to upload them

into NVivo qualitative analysis software and begin my data analysis process. Transcript Heroes

uses end to end encryption and they are legally bound to keep any work product confidential.

They destroy the data once I express that the service is completed in writing – which I did upon

successfully saving the documents to my own secure internal systems. There was a five day

turnaround from when I sent the audio files to Transcript Heroes and when I received it back, it

was in text form. This 5–day pause allowed me the time to take a break from my data and return

to it with a renewed curiosity.

Analysis

I approached my analysis of this study through what I refer to as ‘critical race–centered

interpretive framework’. This interpretive framework is built on the four grounding theoretical

frameworks for this project that I highlighted in my theoretical frameworks section: historical

institutionalism, critical race theory, Black feminist thought, and critical policy analysis. The
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reason that I refer to my interpretive framework here as ‘critical race–centered’ rather than

explicitly naming each of its underpinning frameworks is that it is critical race theory that

grounds each of the other ideological approaches used in this project. This project is about race

more than anything else; whether it is institutional change, patterns of suppression or counter

productive equity policy – the relevant details of each are rooted in a racial reality of Black

students. As critical race theory reminds us “race remains relevant” (West, 1993). For example,

when examining my first research question around institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism, this framework allowed me to first pull–out moments when anti–Black

racism was demonstrated which then allowed me to examine the institutional barriers to

addressing it. Again, race and racism are where my analysis begin.

Complimentary to my critical race–centered interpretive framework, I use narrative

analysis. In addition to narrative analysis supporting the critical race tradition of

counter–narratives or ‘storytelling’ as a powerful tool of knowledge production and naturally

complimenting this project’s qualitative methodology, narrative analysis is “focused on finding

common themes and elements across participants and groups (Riessman, 2008)”. Throughout my

analysis, I strived to compare and contrast the perspectives shared with me by the participants to

provide nuanced insights into my three research questions.

Further, narrative analysis allows for the bridging of this compare and contrast approach

to be presented in cohesive narratives through the process of ‘restorying’ that lends itself to the

accessible format of chronology with a begin, middle and end (Creswell, 2013 and Riessman,

2008).

It was important for me that the findings from my study were presented in a cohesive way

that does the following: 1) leaves a memorable impact on the readers of this project, and 2)
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honors the integrity and context of my participants’ individual narratives in a collective way.

Through logical narrative arcs, I am able to present my data through a coherent story while also

presenting opposing perspectives and how narrative contrast shifts the prompted interpretations

of a given collective narrative.

In many ways, this project’s research questions are in themselves an example of

narrative: the beginning, is an exploration of institutional barriers; the middle, is an examination

of the ways that barriers get reproduced; and the finale, is an overview of the how to move the

story towards overcoming the aforementioned barriers and moving towards substantive action.

Each questions lays the groundwork for the next, culminating in actions for the reader to take.

My highest priority in the data analysis process of this project was authenticity in the

presentation of my findings. The experiences and perspectives shared with me were deeply

personal – and for the four out of five participants who self–identified as Black – it was also

profoundly personal. As such, acknowledging that qualitative research applies its own validity

judgements. I grounded my analysis in credibility, confirmability and transferability of findings

(Guba & Lincoln, 1982, 1994).

Credibility is the verisimilitude, or agreement between the data and phenomena the data

represent (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). In this case the data is what the individuals shared and the

phenomena that the data represents is institutional anti–Black racism. To ensure credibility of the

data, I employed three strategies. First, at the very beginning of each interview, I told each

participant that the interview questions are simply sign posts, and that they were empowered to

take the conversation in whatever direction they felt most closely aligned with. Thus, allowing

the participants to whether that direction was related to the given question or not. Second, I

opened space at the end of the interview for each participant to add anything that might not have
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been covered or to revisit any topic that they wanted to add to. Finally, I encouraged all

participants to reach out to me after the interview and, up until the formal defense of this project.

I provided the opportunity for them to add or amend anything they wanted to share from their

initial interview with me. In almost every case, participants took different interpretations to my

open–ended questions and went beyond the question itself, and added to previous questions

based on revelations prompted from later questions in the interview. Further, none of my

participants contacted me after the interview to add or change anything, which I interpreted as a

general comfort in the initial interview space.

Confirmability is the intersubjective agreement between terms and individuals  (Guba &

Lincoln, 1982). Again, throughout this study, the codes used were words generated from

participants themselves. This was done to limit research bias and ensure that the terms used were

not only confirmed by, but driven by the participants in the study.

Transferability is the ability for a research study to be generalized, or to what extent the

findings apply to other contexts, and dependability is whether the study’s findings can reliably be

replicated or repeated (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). This is exactly why I provided thorough

literature and complementary studies in every section of this thesis project – to demonstrate that

this study and its possible findings are not one–offs, but rather that they echo broader anti–Black

racism albeit at a specific site of inquiry.

In these ways, I applied the standards for trustworthiness in qualitative research and

applied them to my data analysis.  This section provided an overview of my methods for this

project thereby highlighting the rigorous steps taken to ensure clarity of process and respect for

my participants. In the next chapter, I present the findings from my study.
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Chapter 5: Findings

The following section will outline key findings from the interviews that ground this

study. As outlined at length in the data analysis section, my analysis is informed by a critical race

interpretative framework and narrative analysis. The findings are organized by research

questions with main themes and commensurate sub–themes for each – each culminating in

overall narratives that draw similarities and difference while honoring the authenticity of each

participant's individual perspective . At the end of this section, one will be aware of the

community–driven insights into the institutional factors that complicate confronting anti–Black

racism including fear, silencing, and accountability (RQ1);  the ways that such barriers get

reproduced over time, including through apathetic attitudes, criminalization and suppression

(RQ2); and pathways for dismantling such barriers, including through activism, allyship and

network building (RQ3).

RQ1 Findings: What are the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black
racism in the public education system?

With this first research question, I was curious to explore the precise institutional barriers

that stand in the way of confronting anti–Black racism within the education system. As I stated

in the introduction of this thesis project, my goal with this project is not to prove that anti–Black

racism exists within the public education system. Rather, this thesis project is contributing to the

work of scholars who have chosen to explore beyond the tautology of the obvious and write into

the realm of what is actually happening. Again, with this first research question, I wanted to
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investigate the institutional realities that are standing between the public education system and

action to confront anti–Black racism.

As we investigate institutional barriers, it is paramount to ground ourselves in what it

means for something to be ‘institutionalized’: “to institutionalize x is for x to become routine or

ordinary such that x becomes part of the background for those who are part of an institution”

(Ahmed, 2012, p. 21). With this grounding, I approached the following research question, with a

keen interest in learning about exactly what barrier(s) are being institutionalized.

The five participants that I had the privilege of interviewing for this project represented

every level of the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board’s governance structure: Board of

Trustees, Senior Administrative Leadership, Teachers, and Parents . In sum, they identified the

institutionalization of 3 phenomena: fear, silence, and impunity.

White rage: The Institutionalization of Fear

White rage refers to the incendiary reaction of white communities in the face of Black

communities addressing their needs in public life (Anderson, 2016). These incendiary reactions

can take many forms and my participants outline some of their variations within Ontario’s public

education system.

Sarah (pseudonym) is a young Black educator at OCDSB high school. During our

interview, she shared insights into how white rage takes aim at the career trajectories of Black

educators who dare to call anti–Black racism anti–Black racism:

But, until two years ago it's the kind of thing you would get disciplined for. Like you
would become ostracized. You would become professionally untouchable if you were
agitating and – if you said anti–Black racism, if you said white supremacy you had no
career prospects. Like, no one's going to continue to promote you. No one's going to want
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to be under your leadership. People were getting disciplined in all these different ways for
doing things that support Black children.

I found a number of her points in the above quotation important to note – particularly her use of

the worlds ostracized and untouchable. In the context of this paper, they represent

marginalization and also highlight dynamics of racial power. While the consequence of doing

things that support Black children is the derailment of one’s career, I would argue that Sarah’s

words also reveal a lot about who has power and who does not have power within the education

system. It is my sense that those on the receiving end of anti–Black racism are met a culture that

is not conducive to confronting anti–Black racism.

Sarah adds that white rage is not limited to those with hiring or firing authority, but that it can

also be carried out by her colleagues as an educator: “If I catch them on the wrong day and

there's a misunderstanding that I too can just be grouped in with these aggressive Black people.

Just because we're colleagues doesn't mean anything.”

Neema is a Black Parent and her two school–aged Black students attend OCDSB schools.

Her insights add to Sarah’s reflection on the complicity of educators. In talking about her

perceptions on addressing anti–Black racism as a parent she shared the following:

Like there’s all these labels already on black people so you don’t want to be the aggressor
or you don’t want to be confrontational. And then you also become, like for myself, thank
God it worked the other way but I was like what if this has a negative effect on [my
daughter], you know, and the education she receives from these teachers, are they going
to give her attitude, are they going to be rude to her. So I think we’re just afraid of the
response.
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While Sarah told me that white rage can impact an individual’s career and work

environment, Neema brings the impacts of white rage into the home through her sharing of

concerns about how white rage affects her children should she dare speak up about anti–Black

racism as a Black mother.

Counterintuitively, white rage is also used to police white people into not addressing

anti–Black racism. Justine Bell, a White School Board Trustee, shares that she has not been

immune to the attacks of white rage. In the early months of the COVID–19 pandemic, an

OCDSB School Board Trustee named Donna Blackburn made headlines in Ottawa for what was

widely condemned as anti–Black racism in action. Bell ad this to say:

One of the first major issues that I had to address as a new Trustee, was the incident
involving Donna Blackburn, a fellow Trustee in Ottawa where she, where she went up to
a young Black youth [male] and [...] basically told him that if he didn’t obey her rules –
or whose ever rules – that he would end up in jail.

As reported by CBC News, Blackburn was the placed “under investigation for allegedly

harassing a teenage boy at a Barrhaven park for not abiding by physical distancing guidelines

during the COVID–19 crisis” (Jones & Glowacki, 2020). The story has racial undertones, as

Blackburn allegedly approached the Black youth who was playing basketball all alone despite

other white youth playing basketball together on the next court over. Blackburn demanded to

know the Black youth’s name and which school he attended and proceeded to post the child’s

picture and the name of his school on her own personal Facebook account, characterizing him as

a danger to the community. Under the picture that Blackburn posted of the Black minor on her

public Facebook page, she also added the following caption – I’ve italicized certain words and

phrases for emphasis:

Apparently I have another title Park Patrol. This kid has been playing for over an hour
and won’t leave. I have called by–law and will stand here until they come. I will follow
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the home if I have to. See why you elected me Trustee, I never give up. I will keep my
community safe and this kid needs to learned to follow the rules!! Kid went to St. Paul’s
[high school]

The OCDSB Board of Trustees initiated a call for their human rights and equity office to

investigate the matter after widespread community outrage around condemnation of what many

deemed a clear instance of racism (Jones & Glowacki, 2020). As this project is concerned with

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism, what is of interest here is how the

OCDSB initially shielded Blackburn’s actions from any sort of racial analysis and the ways in

which fellow School Board Trustee, Justine Bell was met with barriers when she sought to

champion the Black communities’ characterization of Blackburn’s actions as anti–Black.

Bell explained to me that, as is process, there was a Code of Conduct Review to

determine if Trustee Blackburn was indeed in breach of her responsibilities as per the Code of

Conduct. However, she also shared that the review of Trustee Blackburn that was brought before

the Board of Trustees did not make explicit mention of anti–Black racism: “In the original

motion that was presented to us [The OCDSB Board of Trustees], the issue that she engaged in

an anti–Black racist act […] was not clearly noted”. So Trustee Bell shared that she advocated

for the motion to explicitly note anti–Black racism : “I put forth a motion to call it like it is, and

to actually outline about what she did and the reason why we’re going to sanction her, is because

she engaged in an anti–Black racist act”. White rage enters the story when Trustee Bell shared

with me that: “I went under a Code of Conduct Violation Complaints from Trustee Blackburn,

because she believed that I called her a racist” (Justine Bell, White, Trustee).

White rage is characterized by an incendiary reaction to claims for Black racial justice in

public. Bell experienced such an incendiary reaction as a white person championing the concerns

of her constituents. This dynamic demonstrates that white rage can also be enacted against white
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people seeking to challenge white supremacy and institutional whiteness – albeit impacting white

people differently than Black people.

Through the narratives shared with me by my participants, I found that white rage fuels a

culture of fear in the public education system. This culture of fear is one that considers the very

real possibility that naming instances of anti–Black racism can be met with retaliation – at all

levels of the OCDSB administrative structure. The results of white rage are numerous:

degrading, frustrating, sad – but I want to focus on the institutional consequences of white rage;

that is, how does it affect the routines of the institution? In what was discussed in this section,

white rage permeates the system and operates in the classroom, home, and board levels. We saw

that teachers are scared to speak out, parents are scared to speak out, and elected trustees are

punished for speaking out. White rage has a chilling effect on one’s ability to confront

anti–Black racism. It is an institutional barrier because it results in a culture of fear that

facilitates the invisibilization of anti–Black racism thereby preventing the required conditions to

confront it.

Unnamed: The Institutionalization of Silencing

Following from the examples of white rage, my participants also shared insights into the

ways that white rage affects the routines of an institution. Silencing works in an efficiently

nefarious way – it renders the issue invisible by refusing it entry into any sort of codified

institutional memory. Like a ghost, there is a silencing that makes it so that there is little to no

trace of the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism. The findings that follow will

support that argument. My participants spoke at length about the silencing effect produced by the

aforementioned culture of fear.
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As Jane, a Senior Black Administrative Leader, put it: “Believe it or not, there are also people

who have been so traumatized in their efforts to have the conversation that have been denied, that

even in the capacity to have the conversation, they're still disinclined to have it.” Jane’s use of

the word trauma reveals the visceral experience of being subject to being attacked by the levers

of institutional whiteness. Traumatic experiences are often ones that people avoid in the future,

which I would argue is a tool of white supremacy in this context.

Neema, a Black parent, also shared the silencing effects of white rage:

If you call a white person racist like it’s like [laughs] “Me?” you know what I mean? Like
I feel like they would take such offense to it. So I think we are still tiptoeing around it. I
think some parents are tiptoeing around it.

Here, Neema’s use of the word tiptoeing speaks to the caution with which one must proceed

when seeking to confront anti–Black racism. Further, it reveals the violence inherent to

maintaining and reproducing white supremacy.

Again, Trustee Bell also shared how as a School Board trustee, her leadership

environment is not always welcoming to issues of equity. She had this to say about her

experience navigating that the OCDSB Board of Trustees space:“Should I raise this now? Are

people going to roll their eyes? And that’s unfortunate [...] but I think it’s important to highlight

that environment”.

Institutionalization refers to a phenomenon becoming routine and normal in an

institution. My participants demonstrated that silencing has become institutionalized. As such, it

stands as an institutional barrier to confronting anti–Black racism – in order for a problem to be

challenged and solved, it must first be identified. In this case, if it is not being raised due to
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dynamics of silencing then this is a dynamic that needs to be challenged. This next sub–section

will discuss accountability for anti–Black racism (or the lack thereof).

Unaccountability: The Institutionalization of Impunity

In addition to white rage and its silencing effects, my participants also shared that there is

a general lack of accountability from educators or other education actors who participate in

instances of anti–Black trespass.

From an educator’s perspective, Sarah shares that an institutional barriers to confronting

anti–Black racism is an unwillingness to hold educators to account:

I just think that, like, there's such an investment in teachers as good and moral actors that
there can't ever be a critique of, like, the fact that we're doing something to harm children
(Sara, Teacher, Black). She further adds, that “unless you are saying the N word, unless
you are saying a kid is dumb, unless you are saying, like, actual violent things, your
actions, your ignoring, your belittling, your kind of low expectations, none of that, there's
no way to register that

From a parent’s perspective, Neema shares a story about her school–aged Black daughter

who despite being anglophone was streamed into a specialized English as a Second Language

(ESL) class at her OCDSB public school: “[Her daughter’s White teacher] just made a lot of

assumptions and that’s what bothered me, who are you to assume anything of your students”

Neema was clearly disturbed by the incident and contacted the school’s principal to

further communicate that the teacher’s unilateral decision to place her daughter in an ESL class

was wrong. Her experience spearheading her own accountability process with no support from

school administrator's is telling of the institutional context through which anti–Black racism is

expected to be addressed:
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[The Principal] was like, “You know ESL is not something to be embarrassed by”. She
was flipping the script like I was somehow blowing it out of proportion and I was like, “I
know, I went to ESL, I came here not speaking English, like ESL is a good thing. If my
daughter needed ESL I’d be OK with it. Furthermore –” I was like “– if she was
considered ESL why would you guys not offer her any resources, like you labeled her
ESL and you just left it at that.

Neema was finally able to have her anglophone daughter’s designation as ESL removed.

She went on to share a bit about what the accountability from the school looked like in that case.

After the ESL designation was removed, Neema shared the principal’s take on accountability:

She actually said “Well Neema on her upcoming report card ESL is not checked off.
There, what do you want us to do now?” And I’m like, “I just need an apology from [the
teacher.” So then the teacher apologized and that’s all that happened.

Neema was clearly disappointed with the lack of accountability and wanted to do more.

She sent an email to the OCDSB Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Office:

And that was my whole reasoning for emailing the [OCDSB Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion Office]. It wasn’t necessarily to share, like because of me, it’s more for how
many Black parents are missing this, you know.

Neema shared that: “the incident happened in December [2020] and so [she] emailed [the

OCDSB Office for Equity Diversity and Inclusion] on the 3rd of March [2021].” My interview

with Neema was on June 19, 2021 – more than three months since she reached out the OCDSB

Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Office  – and at that time she had still not received a reply to her

email: “I told [them] the whole incident and nobody responded to me yet”. This lack of

engagement signifies yet another institutional barrier to confronting anti–Black racism.

Naming anti–Black racism happens (or does not happen) within white supremacist

paradigms of power that disenfranchises Black students and their parents. As the participants in

this study clearly articulate, perceived and real consequences of naming anti–Black racism are

met with a general lack of accountability that is embedded into the public education system,

often resulting in the underreporting of anti–Black racism and demonization of the person
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making the grievance. This hostile environment results in two realities. First, instances of

anti–Black racism are not characterized as anti–Black racism, so the phenomena is actively

invisibilized within the public education system. Second, anti–Black racism becomes “routine or

ordinary such that [anti–Black racism] becomes part of the background for those who are part of

an institution” (Ahmed, 2012, p. 21). In other words, anti–Black racism becomes

institutionalized.

I would surmise that the perspectives and experiences shared with me by the participants

in this study revealed that while there are several institutional factors that complicate confronting

anti–Black racism in the public education system, the glue that binds each of them is in fact an

iteration of institutional anti–Black racism itself. Whether the result is the institutionalization of

fear, silence or impunity that my participants describe, anti–Black racism is an institutionally

enacted, perpetuated, and overarching force within the OCDSB and Ontario’s public education

system at large.

RQ2: How are the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in
the public education system institutionally reproduced?

Before I present my finding for this second research question, it is important to revisit the

definition of whiteness adopted by this paper: whiteness is an ideology with “a set of

assumptions, beliefs, and practices that place the interests and perspectives of White people at

the center of what is considered normal and everyday” (Gillborn, 2015, p. 278). I would argue

that whiteness in action actually reproduces the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black

racism. In this section, my findings will demonstrate that institutional whiteness manifests itself
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through apathy, perceptions, criminalization, and various forms suppressing anything that may

challenge the centrality of whiteness.

Apathy and Perceptions: The Institutionalization of the Status Quo and of
Anti–Black Racism

When asked about why anti–Black racism appears so persistent in the education system, Sarah
shared:

I think [White] people don’t want to put in the work because it’s not affecting them. It’s
not affecting their family, their children. If they have racialized people in their family
maybe they’d feel different. But I think if it’s not impacting you, you can separate
yourself from it, you know.

By drawing attention to the notion of willingness, Sarah does two things: first, she demonstrates

that institutional change requires buy–in from people both inside and outside the institution; and

second, she reveals the extent to which Whiteness allows for White people to be so unaffected

that complacency is a possibility. While earlier findings demonstrated that Black voices were

silenced by white rage, Sarah’s insights underscore that White silence is propped up by the

pervasiveness of institutional Whiteness.

Here, participants voiced the notion that institutional resistance to confronting anti–Black

racism persists because there is an underlying institutional culture that in fact believe that Black

students are in fact to blame rather than the nature of the school environment – that the status quo

is not constructed and race but natural and as it should be. This is demonstrated by my

participants sharing insights into how White folks think about Black children.

From a teacher’s perspective, Sarah shared the following about how White educators think about

Black children’s behaviour: “It's problematized. It's never positive behaviour, it's problematized

only.”  Adding further insights into how Black boys are seen and treated, Sarah adds:“I think that
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there are group of white female teachers who are genuinely scared of Black boys. All the way

from when they hit puberty up.”  Sarah went on to contrast how discipline is carried out when it

is a Black student versus when it is a White student:

Whereas with white kids, [educators] do what they can to get them more comfortable.
They can't work in class? Send an assignment down to the office [...] Like there's all this
accommodation so that white kids can, like, get to their education. And then with Black
kids their education is taken away from them until they can earn it with their behaviour.

Sarah’s positioning of public education as something that is ensured for White students yet only

conditionally granted for Black students reveals how institutional whiteness reproduces the

dynamic wherein Ontario’s education system continues to operate at the paradoxical intersection

of being a public yet withheld resource for Black students.

Sarah goes on to share her views on the types of Black students that succeed within the

hostile environment that she describes. For Black boys she says the following: “I think unless a

boy is very, very quiet and introverted then they get grouped into this category of just, like,

general – I don't know, low expectations academically.” And she characterizes the successful

Black girl archetype as:

The one type of Black girl that is successful is the one who, like, just comes and goes, no
interaction, doesn't have relationships with the school [...] And the ones (Black girls) that
have more of a voice in the school, even if they're academically successful, if they are
advocating, if they're agitating, like, well they're a problem, well they make a good point
but their attitude – so, it's like you're invisible or you have an attitude. That's the only
way we talk about Black girls

From a parenting perspective, Neema as shares why she thinks her Black Muslim daughter’s

White teacher put her into an ESL class. According to Neema, the White teacher streamed her

daughter into ESL because of the teacher’s own anti–Black assumptions that also intersected

with the visible Muslim identity of her daughter: “So then the next day [her daughter’s White
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teacher] calls me and she’s like, “Yeah I just didn’t know Nadia’s English capabilities, you know,

I just didn’t know if she could, like where she was at.”

Neema was not convinced and asked another parent in the class about her experience.

The other parent was of East–Asian descent and was the mother of an East–Asian daughter in the

same class, with the same teacher, at the same time. Neema found out that her Black Muslim

hijab–wearing daughter’s East–Asian classmate was not streamed into ESL by the White teacher.

Neema believed that her daughter was streamed because she is Black and Muslim:

They’re both Canadian–raised. The only difference is my daughter is Black and my
friend’s daughter is Asian and white. That’s the only difference. [That White teacher] sees
a hijab and sees like a racialized kid and then just thinks we don’t speak English at home.
Yeah it happens in school boards like not just OCDSB. It happens in Montreal, it happens
all over the country.

My findings affirmed that perceptions about Black children inform the ways in which they are

treated in schools and is a vehicle in which anti–Black racism is institutionalized. While RQ1

demonstrated that white rage silences and thus invisibilizes, this sub–section illustrates an

additional pathway to the invisibilization and reproduction of anti–Black racism. Here,

anti–Black racism is rendered invisible because it is so deeply entrenched in the ideological

repertoire of the institution that without intervention it is not even acknowledged as a policy

problem to be grappled with. This second mechanism of erasure is another key way that the

institutional barrier of silencing reproduces institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black

racism.

Criminalization: The Institutionalization of Police Violence
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In this study, I found that the use of armed police in Ontario public schools through the School

Resource Officer program represents an anti–Black policy decision that continues to be recycled

and reused. Despite the program being discontinued through an OCDSB Trustee vote on June 24,

2021, the practice of armed police in schools continues thereby demonstrating how deeply

entrenched the practice is within the institution (Asilu Collective, 2022).

Sarah shares insights into the distinct relationship between the SRO program and Black students

in the community:

I know that for a lot of my Black students who are living in Ottawa City Housing
communities, they have police officers walking around their neighbourhoods, harassing
them at the basketball court. A lot of them have stories about police officers provoking
them, calling them bad names, calling them the N–word, trying to provoke them to fight
so that they can arrest them on the basketball court, on the playground.

She continues by sharing what this anti–Black reality in the community means for Black

students’ school experience:

I can't imagine, like, trying to play and hang out with your friends in your own
neighbourhood where you live and not being able to do that, and then coming to school
and then trying to play and hang out with your friends when you're not in class, and again
having that force there at all times.

She further adds her perspective on the socio–emotional impacts that reality may have on Black

students:

But if they have no safe place to feel negative emotions, that's very unhealthy. And then
yeah. Adding someone with a gun and a vest is not going to help you feel safe to
experience a negative emotion.

Questioning the underlying ideas that legitimize the SRO program, Sarah says:

Do people really believe our children cannot be spoken to and reasoned with? Do they
believe there's some latent violence in them at any moment – like, unless you believe that
[children] are violent, I don't understand why you think having a police officer around
children is reasonable.
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Adding yet another layer of perspective, Jane shares insights into the responsibility of educators

to be cautious around delegating the authority to discipline:

When law enforcement shows up in our schools, a lot of times they show up because we
as educators called them to come. So who's accountable in that circumstance? The police,
the law enforcement people, or us as educators. And I would say that there is a good
piece of ownership on the educators around not activating our discretion properly,
because we should not fetter our discretion. We need to own our discretion and not give it
to someone else.

The contributions made by the participants illuminate that not only does the SRO program have a

particularly detrimental impact on Black students, but that educators are playing a key role in

reproducing the use of the program – despite its clearly articulated consequences of violence.

Again, this reminds us that institutional culture is informed by the past as much its current actors

are – and that legitimizing anti–Black practices such as the SRO is a process that, through the

lens of policy feedback theory, perpetuates anti–Blackness and complicates efforts to confront

anti–Black racism.

Suppression

Here, it is important to revisit Collins’ three fundamental characteristics of suppression:

omission which refers to the purporting of approaches and “theories in feminist thought to be

universal when in fact they omit the consideration of Black women and instead are only

validated by applicability to white middle–class women”; “paying lip service to the need of

diversity, but doing little to change one’s own practice”; and “incorporating, changing, and

thereby depoliticizing Black feminist ideas'' (Collins, 2014, p.6).

In this section, I trace suppression of any way of knowing and being that may challenge

whiteness through the participants perspectives. Suppression is clearly a mechanism for the
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perpetuation of institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in education – and this

section will illustrate precisely why that is so.

Curriculum

Participants spoke at length about the curriculum – more than any other policy tool.

From a leadership view, Jane reminds us of the far–reaching impacts of what students are taught

at school: “Listen, the curriculum is what's on the desk of students every day, it is what our kids

experience every day. It is actually, it is the change maker. but it's also a weapon in a lot of

ways.”Jane further adds that:

The curriculum creates the narratives and the stories that are valuable, the knowledge that
is important, the people who matter, and the people who don't, and the stories that don't,
and the information that doesn't, the content that doesn't, and the skills and the talent that
don't matter, and the ones that do.

Adrienne, a participant in this study with more than 30 years of experience teaching in Ontario

public schools, is a self–identified Black educator. Adrienne contextualizes Black voices within

the province’s curriculum as the following:

I teach Canadian History, I've taught that class since 1998. And if I go by the curriculum
I'll mention black people three times from 1900 to present. Two of those references are
World War I references and the second reference I think is in the 50s or 60s. You never
get to present in that class.

Also, as an educator, Sarah questions what the suppression of Black experiences and

perspectives may have on Black students:

What does it mean to not see yourself reflected in the curriculum? What does it mean to
have to see a white teacher say the N word when you're reading ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’?
What does it mean to have a whole history curriculum and not look at the contributions of
Black people? What does it mean to have a world history class that never talks about
Africa except for the slave trade?
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While also questioning the suppression of Blackness in the curriculum, Neema questions the

explicitly denigrating portrayals of Blackness at the time that Blackness does find its way into

the standard curriculum:

Why does their identity all have to be around these heroes, you know, like struggles, and
why is it associated with struggles [...] why can’t we also talk about like black excellence
separate from civil rights, separate from slavery, you know [...] I feel like they don’t build
confidence in black kids with their blackness.

Adrienne’s reflection on what the suppression of Black experiences from the curriculum means

in terms of reproducing white supremacy answers Sarah and Neema’s questions in many ways:

And while we were unable and unwilling to tell some truths about why those things exist,
then we just replicate the white supremacy factory model of school. And curriculum is
one of the places you can see the evidence of that being true.

My participants made a clear case that the curriculum is a far–reaching and sinister tool through

which suppression is facilitated and institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism are

reproduced. In many ways, the curriculum appears to program an image of Blackness that almost

justifies Black students’ negative experiences in schools by programming not only educators to

see Black students as deficient but by also promoting Black students to see themselves through

that harmful lens.

Staffing  and Data

I found that another way that suppression of institutional Blackness takes place is through
staffing and hiring practices that result in a glaring underrepresentation of Black people working
within the school board. As a parent, Neema noticed it:

There’s no black representation in these schools. There’s not one educator, be it a teacher,
an ECE [Early Childhood Educator], like there’s nothing. There’s no melanated person
like, yeah. So, I found that problematic.

And as an educator, Adrienne confirmed it and added commentary on its consequent isolation:
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When I joined the board I was one of 13 black people who taught in the OCDSB [...] I'm
exhausted, I got no one to go to at the job when I've got a problem. And I need a network.
I don't know how else to say it.

And Adrienne adds how the whiteness of the institutions led to her being overlooked time and

time again:

I also am dying a death of low expectations where nobody tapped me on the shoulder and
said hey, we see in your leadership out there in the world, we want it, we want some of
that over here too.

In this section, the suppression of hiring Black education actors and the suppression of Black

education actors who are hired has a visceral impact on the experiences of Black parents and the

support available for Black educators. In all, this institutional reality limits one’s ability to

confront anti–Black racism and this constitutes a mechanism through which institutional

anti–Black racism is reproduced.

Suppression is also weaponized through the lack of data collection. This is particularly harmful

as it allows for the reproduction of a feigned ignorance around anti–Black racism in the

institution. Sarah shares how the suppression of data actively prevents the institution from being

forced to be content with anti–Black racism:

And then you say the problem isn't really a problem, we don't know we don't have the
data. But then you don't collect the data. [...] Data will mean accountability and data will
mean that you can – yeah, that you can name things. And name things in ways that the
institution recognizes. [...] So there is not an incentive to get the data.

Sarah is alluding to the suppression of Blackness as part of the white supremacist project to

maintain institutional whiteness.
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Policy

It is integral to the argument that institutional equity roles and policy commitments may

actually serve to mask inequity rather than address them (Ahmed, 2012, p. 117). My participants

also expressed less than optimistic views on the impact of anti–racist education policies –

echoing the nefarious use of anti–racism policies to paradoxically uphold and maintain whiteness

at the expense of Blackness. Neema shared the following when asked about the transformative

capacity of education policy:

I honestly feel like it’s just for politics, like just to make it seem as if there’s change, but
there is none” (Neema Black Parent). Sarah echoed a similar sentient: I think they
provide a really good shield to defend yourself against critique. So you have a policy in
writing, you have all the statements, and then you have no action.

An anti racism policy that in fact perpetuates racism deeply reproduces institutional barriers to

addressing anti–Black racism in that it derails and often halts anti–racism efforts. It is a mirage of

a finish line that in fact might be at the starting line. By complicating public awareness that there

is a need for action, smoke and mirrors policy does the work of stalling anti–racist organizing

and allowing for the perpetuation of anti–Black racism. Moreover, I argue that it strategically

creates doubt for not only the existence of anti–racist policy, but for the existence of anti–racist

policy that challenges whiteness. The status quo is packaged as working and the mechanism to

change it – policy – is co–opted and rendered moot.

RQ3: How can institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism be
overcome?
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Naturally, given the previous two research questions explored in this study, my participants

voiced solutions that seek to overcome the immediate institutional factors that complicate

confronting anti–Black racism, but they also took aim at dismantling the conditions that

reproduce such limiting factors. This section’s findings are organized under two overarching

themes: 1) Dismantling Institutional Anti–Black Racism and 2) Dismantling Institutional

Whiteness.

Dismantling Institutional Anti–Black Racism

Dismantling Institutional Anti–Black racism is concerned with undoing. As has been

made clear by my participants, anti–Black racism is not only institutionally present, but also

institutionally reproduced within the public education system. As such, it is paramount that such

dynamics are targeted and dismantled. What follows in this section are participant

recommendations for how to do exactly that. The findings here are actionable and include both

endogenous recommendations, such as an anti–Black racism test for educators and school

administrators, as well as exogenous such as public activism in defense of Black lives. This

sub–section of findings will equip education policy makers and education system actors with the

guidance to action anti–racist change in a way that moves us ever closer to a public education

system where Blacks students can also exact our potential to its fullest.

Activism

Activism is a key exogenous shock that promotes institutional change. Participants each spoke to

this fact at length – demonstrating that it is a key way to overcome the institutional dynamics of

fear and its consequent silencing of Black grievances regarding anti–Black racism in the public

education system.
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Sarah shares that she noticed a shift following the massive local anti–racist protest in

Ottawa and around the world following the Minneapolis Police Departments’ public lynching of

George Floyd on May 20, 2020:

I found people in my intimate, like working conditions who were resistant to any
conversation about anti–Black racism, about police violence, about racism in Canadian
society were willing to have the conversations after the uprisings from George Floyd

Jane echoes that moment as deeply tragic exogenous shock that had a profoundly transformative

endogenous ripple effect at the OCDSB:

I think that the obvious thing is the George Floyd situation. I think that that was seminal
in North America. I think that the shift was coming anyway. From the point of view that
people have become more vocal, more organized, more – there's a higher, a greater
expectation of accountability

Reflecting on implications of George Floyd’s murder taking place at the same juncture as

Canada’s first COVID–19 stay–at–home measures, Jane says:

Everybody was at home and there was no other distractor, or distraction. That's all you
could look at and talk about, right. So there was no place else to be, but in front of your
screen. So while it is that we saw examples of those things happen before, one after the
other, that was a scenario where people were essentially – it was a literal, captive
audience

My participants made it clear that the COVID–19 pandemic played a role in sensitizing new

allies to the pervasive realities and consequences of anti–Black racism in Canadian life. As Sarah

put it:

I really think, like, the divide between organizers and regular suburban white people was
so strong, and then after George Floyd, like, suburban white middle class and upper class
peeked into the organizing world and saw, this, like, body of knowledge and experience
and expertise and reasonable demands and policy research – and all that people had been
building. And were like OK, well I guess it's reasonable
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Jane summarizes the outcome of new allies while making it clear that for Black folks this was

always the case :

And all of a sudden, all those stories now can be run and cannot be understood. The
frustration that Indigenous people, Black people, racialized people, women, are
experiencing is we've been telling you this, we've been saying this for 30 years. But it's
now that dominant culture have the software to run it, that now it's a thing. But it was
always a thing for us.

I found that activism is a key mechanism for overcoming institutional anti–Black racism and

institutional whiteness. I found that it not only provided the fuel necessary to push back against

the dynamics of silencing Black voices, but it also disrupts institutional whiteness by centering

conversations beyond the white experience.

Allyship

The participants did not talk too much about allyship but Sarah did note that White allyship can

be a tool for overcoming the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism.: “This

person is, like, awesome and he steps in when he can to do that work. Like, talk to other white

people about why they are acting wild”.

Sarah’s comments here speak to the barrier in which allyship is helping to overcome –

whiteness and possible white rage. Allyship can be read here as a means to shelter White folks

engaged in anti–Black behavior through the comfort of the familiarity of Whiteness embodied by

White allies. As such, allyship is useful to navigate a barrier to addressing anti–Black racism, but

this finding would not constitute a pathway to sustaining institutional change.
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Anti–Black Racism Test

Neema proposed the idea of an evaluation–based solution to building institutionally building and

maintaining anti–racist capacity among educators:

I really think there should be an anti–Black racism test regularly done for teachers [...] I
think just to make sure that the teachers are not racist or are not holding any prejudices or
biases against any racialized groups, specifically Black people. [...] I think
scenario–based and to see how they would respond to any kind of issue regarding a Black
student

This anti–Black racism falls into the tradition of data collection – a way to understand

institutional dynamics and take data–driven decisions from that point.

Dismantling Institutional Whiteness

Similarly, to how the previous outlined participant–driven recommendations for dismantling

anti–Black racism, this sub–section will provide pathways for dismantling institutional

whiteness. Institutional whiteness prioritizes white people and their ways of learning, to the

detriment of those who are not white. It is rooted in a racial reality that this sub–section seeks to

dismantle. All of the recommendations here seek to decenter whiteness, but it is important to

note that the goal is not to marginalize whiteness in the ways that whiteness currently

marginalizes other racial groups. Rather, approaches to de–centering whiteness acknowledge 3

fundamental points: 1) institutional whiteness is pervasive and will persist, peripheral changes

will only exact peripheral outcomes, 2) institutional change requires significant changes over

periods of time, and each will range in its ability to further racial justice; and 3) by centering

racial groups with comparatively less institutional power, the conditions for all to succeed are

more likely to be achieved. What follows are, again, actionable recommendations from my
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participants for how to  strategically dismantle institutional whiteness. My participants’

recommendations included various actionable pieces of advice, including through internal

networks of folks concerned with racial justice, race–based data collection, and investing in

Black leadership.

Dedicated Networks

The participants all proposed the desiccated networks as mechanisms to overcome the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism. Their proposals took four forms: Black

Youth Forum, Reading Groups, Clubs and Networks. The overwhelming recommendation for

new institutional instruments signals two things 1) that there is lack of space within the

institution to organize for institutional change and 2) that institutional whiteness has been quite

efficient at suppressing mechanisms that do not center whiteness.

Black Youth Forum

The Black Youth Forum is an annual full day convening of Black students throughout the

OCDSB, where they connect and engage in meaningful conversations around their collective

vision for Balck students within the board. Adrienne, one of the founder’s of the summit, which

began in 2004, had this to say about her approach to the design:

Black youth don't need fixing, they do though need attention and love and support and
guidance but they don't need fixing. And so we don't approach it by an approach of you're
broken so you need fixing

Adrienne’s active rejection of deficit models is in contrast to the traditional way that Black

students in the board are seen by the board and its administrators – through Black students’

over–representation in non–academic classes and disproportionately high rates of suspensions, it
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is evident that Black students are not often afforded support or the benefit of the doubt. As a

Balck educator, Adrienne’s substantive rejection of deficit models in place of a model

underpinned by attention, love, and support is a radical shift. With this shift, therein lies radical

possibilities – one of those possibilities, within the context of this paper, is race equity in

education. She further adds that:

We know that when we expose them to a broader world or a broader series of
conversations or experiences, they just fill that space with their awesomeness. And that's
kind of the magic that we have had a chance to see for 14 years when it comes to
gathering black youth into a space

Expanding here on what I would call ‘radical possibilities’, Adrienne demonstrates her

conviction that Black students have awesomeness that will undoubtedly fill the spaces that

educators create for them. Again, this is quite different from the assumptions typically placed on

Black children. I think it speaks to the transformative impact that educators can have on their

students through their own approach to race equity – for better or for worse. At its heart, it is a

demand to center Balck children and in this way it is a direct assault on the ways that

institutional whiteness actively denies Black students the right to have their needs met by the

public education system.

Sharing further detail on the Black Youth Forum, Adrienne shares why the Balck Student Forum

takes an experiential approach:

So the one space is about being and then – and that's why it's an experiential learning
model that isn't necessarily related to any particular curriculum concept or idea.

Dedicated space for Black students is a clear way to resist suppression in that it allows for the

blossoming of what has been institutionally deprived of nourishment; that is, Black ways of
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knowing, learning, and sharing information. Within an institutional reality where Balck students

are relegated to slave narratives and role models who do not look them, the Black Youth Forum’s

emphasis on experiential learning is intentional in the way that is safeguards space for creation

and co–creation.

Reading Group

Sharing her perspectives on the anti–racist possibilities that a reading group can have, Justine

said:

Reading Club with educators, on Me and White Supremacy and that was awesome. Like
it was really cool to see what was the understanding and evolving understanding, and to
hear directly from teachers, who are actually quite at the forefront of ensuring there’s an
anti–oppressive, anti–racist lens applied to their work

Reading groups appear to facilitate institutional space to have conversations that may not happen

otherwise and promote anti–racist learning within a space that did not have a mechanism to do so

before.

Clubs

Justine shared her perspectives on how student collectives are able to contribute to endogenous

institutional change:

Diverse Student Unions, they’ve been able to get their messages out, which creates –
which helps to shift that culture, that engrained colonial culture that I mentioned at the
beginning, right

I would link this activity with the transformative change of activism that I spoke about earlier.
These students, through organizing clubs, are creating space to collect and center their voices and
then push their perspectives and concerns into the broader institutional framework. In this way,
they are part of the work to dismantle institutional whiteness, and thereby create the conditions
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Black students to have better educational contexts. The recommendation contained herein would
be to have similar clubs and collectives at all public schools, in this way dismantling institutional
whiteness at one school board can be extended to dismantling it throughout the public school
system.

Networks

Reflecting on effecting endogenous communities organizing, Adrienne said:

That's another element of a similar practice that I'd actually say is very afrocentric. That
we move together as a group, that we don't break things up into smaller parts, we move as
a collective. We protect each other as a collective. We support each other as – that's very
afrocentric. And so as that afrocentric approach sort of bumps up against the Eurocentric
standards and white supremacy, there's a different protection that speaking up and
speaking out about the injustices on your site, in your classroom, in your district, it has a
different residence now than it before

The idea required support again signals the magnitude of work necessary to not only navigate but

challenge institutional whiteness. Here, Adrienne is reminding us that challenging institutional

whiteness is attached to consequences. In this thesis, I have used the notion of  ‘white rage’ to

explain and describe these dynamics. As such, Adrienne’s intervention that networks in fact

provide some insulation from white rage while empowering education actors to speak truth to

power, is a powerful intervention. It is powerful in that there is possibility for networks to be

created in any public school institution – in this way possibilities for dismantling institutional

whiteness are expanded.

Adrienne further adds:

“I have a village that's powerful. And when that village understands it has more power
than it thinks it has and that they do not need to ask permission for anybody for the things
they want to do in that community and that they have everything in it that they need,.
Yeah. "Racism is that distraction that keeps us from the glory that we are".
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It is clear that networks of connect, support, and learning are powerful and necessary for students,

trustees, and teachers alike as they challenge that which complicates addressing anti–Black racism in the

public education system.

Disaggregated Data

Another key piece in the project of dismantling institutional whiteness is the data. Sarah expands

on why this is so: “Data will mean accountability and data will mean that you can – yeah, that

you can name things. And name things in ways that the institution recognizes.” Sarah’s

acknowledgement not only of how data can empower Black communities to demand better, but

also that it is a storytelling mechanism that the institution itself recognizes speaks to the possible

ways in which the institution was not but should be speaking to itself in ways that is recognized.

Alternatives to SROs

My participants also spoke to the absurdity of the SRO program by providing alternatives to it.

Sarah was quite in line with the Asilu Collective by recommending alternatives that look like:

“Social workers. Psychologists. We need social workers, we need mental health
professionals, we need youth workers, even like the kind of youth workers you have at
community health centres and after–school programs. Like we need carrying adults. And
they don't even have to be much older. They can be people in their 20s. Like we just need
adults who can listen to students when they're upset”

The priority for Sarah here appears to be compassion for students rather than the carceral

approach of the SRO program. Schools are a significant site of socialization, and so education

policymakers and frontline educators have a considerable responsibility when it comes to the
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types of approaches they apply to deal with student discipline. Here, Sarah provides a critique of

carceral approaches and offers others.

From the perspective of an education leader, Jane shares Sarahn’s critique of carceral approaches

and outlines non–carceral approaches that already exist but are underused by education systema

actors:

“But if they talk to me about community practitioners who are assigned to their school.
They talk to me about mental health supports that they have that are signed to their
schools. So in a lot of cases, it's the capacity of the leader to know how to use the
supports that are available”

While I would argue that more alternatives to police in schools are needed and that they require
swift implementation, I do think it is telling that alternatives that already exist are not being used
as much as they should. In Jane’s intervention, I see a lesson: alternatives to police in schools are
only as effective as the willingness and capacity of education system actors to implement them
on the ground. With this lesson in mind, we are reminded of why this thesis project is
particularly concerned with the institutional barriers and institutional solutions.

Representation in general

My participants also talk about representation as a possible solution. A a Black leader herself,
Jane support this solution, sharing: “When we have people in the space, who are able to say,
“Hold on, wait a minute”, then you see a change”

As parent Neema shares how more Black staff at the school would impact her daughter:

“I feel like [students]would feel less othered if they saw more people that looked like
them. I remember when my daughter first started going to school she was like “Oh I just
want straight hair” and it’s because everyone around her looks one way”

Neema also added how it could benefit her by providing affirmation as racialized parents

navigate advocating for their racialized children: “The racialized parents being like, speaking to a

sea of whiteness but you have someone who’s like, “Yes like that’s happening”
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Finally, Neema added her view whether schools without Black students should also strive to

have Black staff:

I don’t even think you need to have black students within the school to have a black
teacher. I think all schools should have black educators that are representative of their
communities but also even if there are no black pupils I think you should have a black
teacher. I think all children could benefit from having racialized teachers

Dismantling institutional whiteness is a multi-pronged approach that requires allies, but also
those with lived experiences to make change; this is why representation is so fundamental.
Additionally, we saw in this section that that representation can facilitate parents and students to
voice the ways that the public education system can meet  their needs.

Black Leadership

My participants expressed Black Leadership as a solution to facilitating efforts to confront

anti–Black racism in the school system and presented their views on the OCDSB’s first Black

Director of Education, Camille Williams –Taylor.

Sarah, highlighted the type Black leader she believes is needed:

You would have to have leadership who is outspoken about justice and justice for Black
people and the rights and the dignity of Black people. It can't be passive and it can't just
be like this is a quiet supporter. They need to be up front because you need to know if it's
safe to come to them

As a Black leader herself, Jane emphasizes the needs for safety within an institution that she is

expected to challenge the status quo: “So what I'm trying to say there is that presence of the

difference in different capacities, helps to move a different conversation, but only if there is a

safety structure”According to what Justine shares, one way Camille was building that safety net

was building capacity on the Board of Trustees regarding anti–racism:

I think [Laughs] the day that I was sitting at home and a courier came to my door and
there was the book ''How to be an Ant–Racist” with no sender name on it [...] And I was
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like, OK. I guess somebody thinks I should read this. [Laughs] And so, later it turns out it
was, it was (OCDSB Director of Education, Camille Williams–Taylor). You know, she
sent it to all of the Trustees

From an educator’s perspective, Adrienne shared with me how having Camille as Director of

Education has changed the level of support Black educators receive:

[At the Black Student Forum] We never had a Director spend an entire day with students since it
was started in 2004. She came; she sat there the whole day. That woman didn't pick up her phone
to look at a message, nothing. She was fully engaged in what they created

Adrienne also added that on that day:

[Camille] stood up there and she said the following paraphrased, she said something like
I know that many of you are recording me and so my words are going to come out of this
room. So I want to be clear that I know that. I'm going to say it so you hear me, racism is
real. It exists in this school district and it is our job to fix it. I remember sitting in the
corner going what the f*ck [laughs] is going on? [..] So that was a powerful moment

Reflecting on the relationship between leadership and accountability, Adrienne also added:

That representation plus visible, like I see you, was everything to make the difference.
That's what we have been trying and doing with students and now as black educators we
can do it for ourselves. And so that is a huge component to not just the belief that the
OCDSB can be different, that there are critical pieces in place to hold them accountable
in a different way than people have been attempting to hold them accountable in the past

As a member of the governing body that oversees Camille’s work, I asked Justine what she

thinks about Camille’s performance in the role: “But what I’ve seen from Camille, is that she is

incredible. She is just a powerhouse. She knows what – she knows the issues”. When I asked

Justine why she thinks Camille has been able to succeed in the role, she again emphasized

Camille’s lived experience: “I think the reason why she’s probably – like one of the reasons is

because of her life experiences right. What she has gone through. What she has lived working
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through this colonial system”. However, in contrast to the flowing reviews from an educator ad

trustee perspective, the one Black parent I interviewed was a bit more hesitant to celebrate too

soon:

I’m Black and I have experienced a lot of situations where people are like placeholders,
they’re almost just a face to represent some kind of change [...] I need time to see if
anything actually changes”

While also adding:

“If it’s effective or if there’s much change that comes from these new, you know, Black
faces in these spaces, black bodies in these spaces. But I think it’s a step forward. I
definitely think it’s a step forward”

From my interviews, I found that Black leadership is working under institutional constraints –

namely whiteness – while being expected to embody institutional change through identity and

action. Neema’s hesitancy parallels the way that education policy can be a mirage, but the fact

that she also offered optimism at last, in my opinion, signals a willingness for Camille to take

substantive action and inspire deeper support from Ottawa’s Black community. While Black

leadership was characterized as a solution to overcoming institutional barriers, I again appreciate

Neema’s sage take to wait and see.

Chapter 6: Discussion

In this section, I will do 3 things: first, I will outline the limitations of my study; second, I will

connect my study’s findings with my broader theoretical frameworks; and finally, I will reflect

on whether my project has actually contributed towards dismantling the institutional barriers to

addressing anti–Black racism in the public education system in any sort of substantive impact. In

this way, I will connect these three areas and provide a commentary that extends this project into
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broader academic discussion on institutional change with the goal of sparking ideas for similar

projects in this scholarly area.

The findings from this project were limited in two main ways. First, my sample was limited to

the English public school board. This means that French and religious school boards were

excluded from this study. A board–to–board comparative analysis was beyond the scope of this

project, but would definitely be an exciting next project. Second, my sample as limited to the

OCDSB which despite being the largest in Eastern Ontario, is only one of 72 school boards in

the province. The breakdown of the 71 Ontario school boards is as follows: 31 English public

boards, 29 English Catholic boards, 4 French public boards, and 8 French Catholic boards. The

decision to focus on the OCDSB was to move the site in enquiry beyond Toronto, as the

literature is already Toronto–centric, but also because the OCDSB is itself a quite massive school

board with a large Black student body.

This project was guided by an overarching theoretical framework that merged historical

institutionalism, critical race theory, Black feminist thought, and critical policy analysis. As

outlined in detail in my theoretical frameworks section, each played a crucial role in equipping

this project with the approaches necessary to contend with the depth of my 3 research questions.

As I sit with the findings from this study, I think this juncture necessitates further

reflection on what my overarching theoretical framework can add to examination at this time.

Historical institutionalism reminds us that institutions are shaped by their past. I spent

time in this project mapping the anti–Black history of Ontario’s education system – and as I

contend with the data from this project – I would argue that the core truth of historical

institutionalism deeply resonated through the pervasive institutional anti–Black racism that each

one of my participants spoke about.
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Critical race theory reminds us that race is endemic in American society. Again, my

participants shared perspectives on power and outcomes hierarchized along racial lines speaks to

the relevance of CRT as an analytical framework.

Black feminist thought, tells us about suppression. In answering my second research

question about the reproduction of institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism,

suppression came to be a core experience of all of my participants – regardless of the layer of the

education system they were most entwined.

And finally critical policy analysis reminds us to critique policy and not take it as given –

to evaluate it based on what it does. My participants spoke at length about their skepticism

around anti–racist policy coming out of the OCDSB. The demonstrated a mistrust that was

informed by their own experiences and abilities to recognize institutional patterns. Critical policy

analysis allows for the possibility to entertain the fact that policy is indeed to be evaluated for

what it does rather than only evaluated on what it claims to do.

My overarching theoretical framework was key to the rigor that this project demanded – a

grounding force in a moving context.

Substantive Impact

The guiding light of this project was simple: substantive action towards confronting the

institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism. As I reflect here and now, I must therefore

ask myself: am I any closer to that guiding light than I was at the beginning of this project?

Supported by my theoretical framework and through my interviews, I no doubt have

arrived at what I set out to do, which was to make the reader aware of the community–driven
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insights on the institutional factors that complicate confronting anti–Black racism (RQ1), of the

ways that such barriers get reproduced over time (RQ2), and of the pathways for dismantling

such barriers (RQ3).

But I am also concerned with how my project will move beyond the archives of

Carleton’s database and into the practices that underpin Ontario’s education system As such, it

will be of particular importance for me to share the data from this study – in more digestible

formats – with the very institutional actors in whom I hope to affect change: Trustees, Education

Leaders, Teacher, and Parents. One way I hope to do so will be by sharing this report as well as a

shorter executive summary with each of the participants that I interviewed as well as the Ottawa

Black Educators Network and Ontario’s Black History Society.

It is in these ways that I hope I can bridge academia with the experienced world – and

hopefully contribute the work to make schools less hostile for Black students.

Future Work

One of the most striking findings from this work was the way that it revealed patterns of

suppression. In many ways, it showed that suppression was the engine of institutional barriers to

confronting anti–Black racism. So, as I think about the future of this work, I am curious to

further explore suppression – this time through a comparative framework that would highlight

relationships between school boards as sites for transformations. For the first time in history,

Ontario’s 3 largest school boards are led by Black workmen. Black feminist thought tells us

about suppression – in what ways are these women overcoming and navigating suppression as

leaders and in what ways is transformation happening?
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

This thesis project set out to explore 3 complimentary research questions: 1) What are the

institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in the public education system?; 3) How

do the institutional barriers to confronting anti–Black racism in public education get reproduced

over time?; and 3) How can the institutional barriers to addressing anti–Black racism in the

public education system be overcome? The exploration of these questions was ideologically

grounded in 4 main theoretical paradigms: historical institutionalism, critical race theory, Black

feminist thought, and critical policy analysis. Methodologically, it used qualitative methods –

interviewing 5 education actors from the Ottawa–Carleton District School Board: 1 school board

trustee, 1 senior administrative leader, 2 teachers, and 1 parent. All of the participants

interviewed for this project identified as Black, except for the school board trustee who identified

as white.

This study found that institutional anti–Black racism and institutional whiteness were the

core institutional barriers blocking action to confront anti–Black racism in the education system.

Further, it generated several strategies for overcoming these institutional barriers, such as

activism, the creation of networks, and Black leadership among others.

This project was never meant to prove that anti–Black racism exists. That has already

been researched time and time again. This project was always about taking a look at the context

in which action to confront anti–Black racism is expected to succeed. It revealed the intricacies

of a hostile environment while highlighting community–driven possibilities for a better future.

The lesson, should the reader only remember one, is that suppression is never the answer because
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the blueprint for better is only able to be found on the other side of the bravery to truly

interrogate the reality of a given phenomenon.
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● How are Black students made aware of these stereotypes at school?
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● Prompt: Are they different for Black girls or Black LGBTQ+ youth?

Q: What does anti–Black racism look like at the OCDSB?

● Prompt: Do you have a story?
● Prompt: Who carried it out? (teachers, admins, principals, other students?
● Prompt: Do Black students experience anti–Black racism from other folks of colour?

(other non–Black racialized educators, students, and admins)

TRUSTEE Specific: How does addressing the needs of Black communities play into your role?

● Prompt: Justice4Abdi
● Prompt: Her view on the diversity of her ward

Q3: Why do so many Black students have stories of anti–Black racism at school?

● Prompt: Why has anti–Black racism not been eradicated? Do you think it ever will be?
Explain.

2. What are ways in which education policy upholds and reproduces anti–Black
racism?

Q: We have had a number of equity policies at the OCDSB, do you think that they have been
successful?

● If not, why do you think equity policies are not ensuring the equity they seek?

Now I want to talk to you about discipline policies, particularly suspensions, expulsions, and the
role of School Resource Officers

Q: Data tells us that Black students are disproportionately suspended and expelled at school, I’m
wondering if you could tell me about your perspective on this?

● Prompt: Do you know any Black students that have been suspended or expelled? What
happened?

● Prompt: How does being suspended or expelled impact a young Black student in the short
term and in the long term?

School Resources Offices:

There has been debate about whether or not School Resource Officers belong in schools. For
your information School Resource Officers are armed police officers assigned to Ontario high
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schools. Canada’s largest school board, the Toronto District School Board ended the SRO
program in 2017, in what the board’s executive superintendent characterized as a part of border
anti–racism efforts in the board. The OCDSB is currently undertaking a community consultation
to determine the future of the program in its schools.

Q: Can you tell me about your opinion on armed police officers in OCDSB high schools?

● Prompt: Do you think that Black students experience police presence in schools in a
particular way?

Q: Can you think of any alternatives to armed police offices in OCDSB high schools?

3. How can institutional practice and education policy confront anti–Black racism in
Ontario’s public education system?

Q: The OCDSB has its first Black Director of Education. What does this mean for confronting
anti–Black racism in the board?

● Do you think this will automatically solve the problem of anti–Black racism?
● What barriers do you think Black education leaders may encounter?

Q: What kind of power dynamics need to exist in order to confront anti–Black racism?
● Why might Black parents not speak up?
● Why might Black educators not speak up?
● Why might Black students not speak up?

Q: In an ideal world, what does a safe school for Black students look like?
● If this existed, what would it mean for young Black futures?

Conclusion:

Q: Is there anything else that you would like to share with me about ABR and the OCDSB
today?
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We do not anticipate any risks to participating in this study. Nonetheless, for some participants,
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Confidentiality
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You will be assigned a code [or pseudonym] so that your identity will not be directly associated
with the data you have provided.  All data, including coded information, will be kept in a
password–protected [or encrypted] file on a secure computer.
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I have explained the study to the participant and answered any and all of their questions.  The
participant appeared to understand and agree.  I provided a copy of the consent form to the
participant for their reference.

__________________________ _____________________

Signature of researcher Date


